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Abstract: With mounting sustainability challenges, policy makers have embraced the idea of
transformative, mission-oriented innovation policies, to direct innovation objectives towards the
‘grand challenges’ in recent years. Against this backdrop, the discourse on innovation ecosystems,
bringing together actors from science, industry, government and civil society for collaborative
research and innovation, has increasingly gained traction. Yet, their role and architectural set-up in
a sustainability context remains rather poorly understood. Complementing a systematic literature
review with methods of bibliometric analysis and typology building, this paper introduces a typology
of mission-oriented innovation ecosystems. It finds that, depending on the type of mission they
are trying to address, ecosystems differ, with both a view to the actors involved, and the specific
role taken on by them throughout the innovation process. In particular, it points to an increasingly
important role of the state for realizing system-level transformations, underlines the importance of
civil society involvement, and highlights research organizations’ need to adapt to new requirements.
Keywords: grand challenges; innovation ecosystems; mission-oriented innovation; SDGs; sustainable
innovation; systematic literature review; SLR; transformative innovation; typology
1. Introduction
How do we ensure health—both mental and physical—in an aging society? How do we
improve quality of life within and beyond urbanizing spaces? How do we proceed towards a less
resource-intensive circular economy? How do we arrive at net carbon zero whilst progressing towards
gender equality, ending hunger and reducing global disparities? Confronted with these and other
grand challenges of our time, research and innovation faces new demands by politics and society.
Having been scrutinized with a view to its ability to deliver originality, prove commercially viable and
thus contribute to economic growth over the last decades, research and innovation is now expected to
not only provide prosperity, but also deliver solutions to society’s most pressing questions. As pointed
out by Schot and Steinmueller [1], this is reflected in a tremendous change in science, technology and
innovation (STI) policy, from World War II to the present day. “Entering a new era of innovation
policy” [2] (p. 76), policy makers, such as the European Commission (EC), are embracing the idea
of ‘transformative’ innovation policies that direct innovation objectives at sustainability challenges.
Drawing on the ideas of Mazzucato [3–5], the grand challenges, such as the United Nation’s Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), are translated into concrete, achievable steps—so-called missions, to be
achieved through research and innovation. The European Union’s programs ‘Horizon 2020’ [6] and
‘Horizon Europe’ [7] or Germany’s ‘High-Tech Strategy 2025’ [8] are only three among many examples
illustrating this mission-oriented turn in innovation policy making over the last years. Given their
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complex and often wicked nature, these missions cannot be solved by one actor—be it politics, science,
industry or civil society—alone. Instead, “they require different sectors to come together in new
ways” [4] (p. 3). Against this backdrop, a shift from linear, largely bilateral innovation processes to
non-linear, collaborative forms, involving multiple actors can be observed [9] (p. 4). Yet, the question
of how these collaborations for mission-oriented, sustainable innovation might work exactly remains
underexplored and unanswered so far.
Describing and analyzing processes of joint value creation towards a common innovation objective,
the innovation ecosystem literature [10–14] offers a promising frame of reference for scrutinizing
these collaborations (see Section 2). Thereby, the particular focus of the innovation ecosystem
perspective complements related research on mission-oriented innovation policy [3,5], sustainability
transitions [15,16] and broader system perspectives therein [2,17]. However, an initial scoping review
reveals that, while the discourse on innovation ecosystems has grown significantly over the last years,
their role in light of today’s sustainability challenges is yet to be explored [18].
Addressing said research gap, this paper is the first to systematically explore and conceptualize
innovation ecosystems from a mission-oriented perspective. As suggested by Liu and Stephens [18], a
systematic literature review (SLR) based on Tranfield et al. [19] is conducted for this purpose. To this
end, the paper is guided by the following research questions:
1. What characterizes mission-oriented innovation ecosystems as an emerging area of research and
how does it relate to similar research strands?
2. How can mission-oriented innovation ecosystems and their sub-types be conceptualized?
3. What should an agenda for future research look like to improve our understanding of
mission-oriented innovation ecosystems?
To answer these questions, the remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2
provides the conceptual background by defining innovation ecosystems as key frame of reference.
While the Section 3 describes the methodological approach consisting of systematic literature review,
bibliometric analysis and typology building, the Section 4 displays the paper’s findings. In accordance
with the guiding research questions, it explores the research field as such before conceptualizing
mission-oriented innovation ecosystems (MOIEs) by developing a typology of sub-types. Before
concluding, Section 5 discusses the paper’s contribution, reflects upon its limitations, and sketches an
agenda for further research.
2. Conceptual Background: Innovation Ecosystems
Aiming to conceptualize mission-oriented innovation ecosystems and analytically distinguish
them from similar approaches requires examining the innovation ecosystem concept and related
constructs. However, as numerous SLRs on innovation ecosystems have been conducted for precisely
this purpose over the last three years [10–14,20], only a brief summary is provided.
With mounting popularity of the innovation ecosystem concept over the last years, countless—and
at times contradictory—definitions have been developed. Some of these are vague and terms have
been used interchangeably, however, all definitions identify joint innovation activities, collaboration
towards a common goal and value co-creation as central to the innovation ecosystem concept [20].
As summarized by Suominen et al. [13] (p. 16)
The central literature on ecosystems highlights the capability of ecosystems to create value
larger than that which any single organization could create. This process of value creation
requires co-evolution, where actors enhance each other’s capabilities, but also governance of
the dynamics of the endeavour
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Drawing on Carayannis and Campbell [21], ecosystems bring together actors from different
sectors, such as politics, science, industry or civil society, and are best described by the principles of
co-creation, co-evolution, co-specialization and co-opetition. It is these key ideas and principles that
form this paper’s underlying ecosystem definition (for a more comprehensive definition, see [11]).
The innovation ecosystem concept has developed alongside a number of related concepts.
A conclusive differentiation between these is difficult and inconsistent across publications, causing
fragmentation and ambiguity in the research field [20,22]. Drawing on previous studies [9–14,20,23,24],
this paper distinguishes between discourses on the innovation ecosystem, entrepreneurial ecosystem,
innovation system, innovation network, open innovation, supply chain collaboration and public-private
partnerships (see Table 1). Here, these concepts’ applications in the sphere of sustainable innovation
are of particular interest (see e.g., ‘sustainable entrepreneurship ecosystems’ [25]; ‘dedicated’ [17] resp.
‘mission-oriented’ [2] innovation systems; ‘sustainable innovation networks’ [26] or ‘Public-Private
Partnerships for Sustainable Development’ [27]).
Table 1. Ecosystems and related concepts (author’s own elaboration based on [9–14,20,23,24]).
Concept Description Analytical Focus Authors
Innovation
Ecosystem




value to achieve a shared
innovation target.
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Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
joint value-creation
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partners to improve products or 
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 effectiveness vs. 
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 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a ne  public 
manageme t tra ition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pit lls f gover mental 
collaboration with pr vate sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
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 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
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Gomes et al. 2018 [10]
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indispensable for nurturing new
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conomic wealth and new jobs.
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 entrepr neurial activity, 
start-up success a  eal h 
creatio  
 ecessary support 
structures an  intermediaries 
to nurture ew ve tures 
 Autio t al. 2014 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view on innovation 
analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
s aping developme t, diffusion 
an  use of innovations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and organizational factors 
influe cing creation and use 
of innovation 
 natio al, regio al, 
sectoral or echnol gical
r f r nce p i ts 
 Edquist 1997 [33] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
F cusing  the relational ties 
a d etw rks b twe n different 
rgani ations (mo tly firms), the 
n twork p rspective does not 
look at their -evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) businesses 
 direct and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 Powell et al. 1996 [37] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The open i novation concept 
describes the use of external 
kn w edge sources from t e 
erspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosystem could be 
understo d as a specific form of 
ope  innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
external knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chain 
Collaboration 
Closely related to the concept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
c lla rati descr bes firms’ 
cooperati  with upply chain 
artners t  improv  products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refine off rs or optimize 
resou ce use 
vs. 
 C o/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
contextual, instituti nal
and organizational factors
infl encing cre tion a d use
of inn vation
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The innovation ec sy tem c ncept has devel p d alongside a number of related concepts. A 
conclusive differentiation betwee  these is difficult and inconsistent across publicati ns, c using 
fragmentation and ambiguity in the research field [20,22]. Drawing on previ us studies [9–
14,20,23,24], this paper distinguishes between discourses on the innova ion ecosystem, 
entrepreneurial ecosystem, in ovation system, inn vation network, open innovation, supply chain 
collaboration and p blic-privat  pa t erships (see Table 1). He e, th se concepts’ applications in the 
sphere of sustainabl  innovatio  re of part cular interest (se  e.g., ‘sustainabl  e trepreneurship 
ecosystems’ [25]; ‘dedicated’ [17] resp. ‘ ission-oriented’ [2] i ovation systems; ‘sustainable 
innovation networks’ [26] or ‘Public-Priva  Partnerships for Su t i able Development’ [27]). 
Table 1. Ec syste s and rel ed concepts (author’s own labo ti n ba ed on [9–14,20,23,24]). 
Concept D scription Analytical F cus Auth rs 
Ecosystem 
Innovation ecosystems can be 
understood as collaborative 
multi-sector arrangements, in 
which organizations co-create 
value to achieve a shared 
innovation target. 
 joint value-creation 
 co-creation, co-
evol tion, co-specialization, 
co-opetition 
 ecosystem orchestration 
and governance 
 Adner 2006 [28] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29]
 Go e  et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
Ecosys em
Centered on the entrepreneur, 
the concept shines a light on the 
environment and institutions 
indispensable for nurturing new 
ventures, ereby ge er ti g 
ec nomic wealth and new jobs. 
entrepreneurial activity, 
start-up s ccess a d wealth 
creation 
cessary support 
struct res a d i termediaries 
to nurture new venture  
Autio t al. 2014 [30] 
Isenbe g 2010 [31] 
Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view on innovati n 
analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, rganizational) 
sha ing developm nt, iffusion
and use of i novations.  
 co textual, institutional 
and orga izational factors 
influencing creation nd use 
of innovat on 
 ational, regional,
sector l or technological
refere ce points
Edquist 1997 [33] 
Lundvall 1992 [34]
Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovat on 
Network 
Focusing on the relational ties 
an  networks between different 
organizations (mostly fir s), the 
network perspective does not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) business s 
 direct and in irect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
Powell et al. 1996 [37]
well t al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The open inn vati n concept 
describes the use of external 
knowledge sources from the 
perspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosystems could be 
understood as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 fi ms inc rporating 
extern l knowl dge s urc s, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its p rtners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippe  1986 [41]
Supply Chain 
Collaboration 
Closely related to the concept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
collaboration describes firms’ 
cooperation with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zh ng 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
national, r gi nal, ec oral
o technological
referenc points
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Th  innovati  cosystem concept has developed alongsid  a number of related conc pt . A
clus ve differ i n b w e hese is difficult and incons ste t acr ss publica ions, causing
f gment tion an  ambiguity in th  res arch fiel  [20,22]. Drawing on previous studies [9–
14,20,23,24], this paper distinguishes between discourses the innovation ecosystem, 
en repren u ial eco ystem, innov tio  system, innovation n twork, open innovation, supply chain 
collaboration nd ubli -private partnerships (se  Table 1). Here, these concepts’ applications in the 
sphere of sustai abl  in ovati n are of particular interest (see e.g., ‘sustainable entrepreneurship 
cosyst ms’ [25]; ‘dedica ’ [17] resp. ‘mi sion-oriented’ [2] innovation systems; ‘sustainable 
in ovation netw rks’ [26] or ‘Public-Private Partnershi s for Sustainable Development’ [27]). 
Table 1. Ec ystems and rel t  concepts (author’  own elaboration based on [9–14,20,23,24]). 
Concept Description A aly cal Focus Authors 
Innova ion
t  
I novation ec sy tems c n be 
underst od as collaborative 
mult -sector arrangements, i  
which orga izatio s co-create 
al e to chiev  a ha ed 
innova on t rg . 
 joint valu -c eation 
 co-creation, co-
evolution, co-specializa ion, 
c -opetitio  
eco ystem orch tr tion 
a d governance 
d er 2006 [28] 
Ad r/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
E trepreneurial 
Ecosystem 
Centered on the ntrepreneur, 
the concept shines a light on the 
environment and institutions 
indispensable for nurturing new 
v ntures, hereby ge erating
economic w alth and n w jobs. 
 ntr preneurial activity, 
start-up suc ess and wealth 
creati n 
ecess ry support
tructures and intermediaries 
to nu t re new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2014 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
ti  
System 
The sys ems view on inn vation 
a alyzes th  differ nt factors
(p li ical, eco omic, so ial, 
institutional, org nizational) 
s aping developme t, diffusion 
and use of i novations.  
 contextual, instit tional 
and organization l f ct rs 
i fl e cing creation and use 
of in ovation 
nation l, regional, 
s ctoral or technol g cal 
r nc  p ints 
 Edquist 1997 [33] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
N twork 
Focusing on the r lati nal ties
a d n tworks between different 
organizations (m stly firms), the 
network perspectiv  does not
lo k at their c -evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) businesses 
direct and indirect ties 
betwee  act s 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 Powell et al. 1996 [37] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
O en
Innovation 
The open innovation co ce t 
d scribes the use of xternal 
kn wledge sources from t e 
erspec ve of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosyst m  co ld be 
nderstood as a sp cific form f 
en innov ion arrangements. 
firms incorporating 
xternal knowledge sou ces, 
.g., users 
 usually bilat ral 
artnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
S pply C in 
Collabo ation 
losely related to the concept of 
open innovation, upply chain 
c lla ati  describes firm ’ 
operati n with supply chain 
t  improve pr ducts r 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collaborat g 
long the supply chain to 
refine o fers or optimize 
resource use 
 effective ess v . 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
Edqui t 1997 [33]
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clus ve iffer n i betw en hese is difficult and incons ste t acr ss ublica ions, causing
fragment tion and mb guity in the s arch field [20,22]. Drawing on previous studies [9–
14,20,23,24], this pap r distinguishes betw en discourses the i novation ecosystem, 
entrepreneurial cosystem, innovatio  system, inn vation network, open innovation, supply chain 
collaboration a d public-private p rtn rships (se  Table 1). H re, these concepts’ applicatio s in the 
sphere of su tainabl  in ov n are of particular int rest (see e.g., ‘sustainabl  entrepreneurship 
cosy t ms’ [25]; ‘dedica d’ [17] resp. ‘mission-oriented’ [2] i novation systems; ‘sustainable 
innovation networks’ [26] or ‘Public-Private Partner hips for Su t inable Development’ [27]). 
Table 1. Ecosystems and rel t  concepts (author’  own elaboration based on [9–14,20,23,24]). 
Concept Description A aly cal Focus Authors 
Innova ion
Eco ystem 
I novation ec sy tems c n be 
underst od as collaborative 
mult -sector arrangements, i  
which rga izations co-create 
val e to achiev  a shared 
innova on targ . 
 joint v lue-creation 
 c -creation, co-
evolution, co-specializa ion, 
c -opetition 
ecosystem orche tration 
and governance 
er 2006 [28] 
Adn r/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
E trepren urial 
Ecosystem 
Center d on the ntrepreneur, 
the concept shi es a light  the 
e vironment and institutions 
indisp nsable for nurturi  new 
v ntures, hereby ge erating
economic w alth and n w jobs. 
 ntrepreneurial activity, 
start-up suc ess and wealth 
creati n 
ecess ry support
tructures and intermediaries 
to nurt re new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2 14 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The sys ems view o  inn vation 
a alyzes th  differ nt factors
(political, economic, so ial, 
institutional, org nizational) 
s aping devel pme t, diffusion 
and use of i novations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and orga ization l f ct rs 
influe cing creation and use 
of innovation 
national, regional, 
sectoral or technol g cal 
e r nc  p ints 
 Edquist 19 7 [3 ] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Network 
Focusing n the r lati nal ties
a d tworks bet een different 
organizations (mostly firms), the 
network perspective d es not
lo k t their c -evolution. 
 within- and across-
indus ry collaboration of 
(mostly) busi esses 
dire t and indirect ties 
betwee  act s 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 ll t l. 1996 [ 7] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open
Innovation 
The op n inno ation co ce t 
describes the se of external 
kn wledg  sources from t e 
erspec ve of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosyst ms co ld be 
understo d as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
firms incorporating 
xternal knowledge sou ces, 
.g., us rs 
 usually bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply C ai  
Collaboration 
Cl sely related to the con ept of 
open innovation, upply chain 
c lla rati  describes firms’ 
operation with supply chain 
t  improve pr ducts or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor t g 
lo g the supply chain to 
r fine o fers or optimize 
resource use 
 effective ess v . 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
Lundvall 1992 [34]
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Th  nnovati n ecosyst m con pt has eveloped alo gside a number of related concepts. A 
co clus ve differen atio bet en hese is difficult and incons stent acr ss ublica ions, causing 
fragment tion and ambiguity n the r search field [20,22]. Drawing on previous studies [9–
14,20,23,24], this pap r distin uishes betwee  discourses the i novation ecosystem, 
entrepreneuri l ecosystem, innovatio  system, inn vation n twork, open innovation, supply chain 
lla oration and public- rivate p rtnerships (see Table 1). H re, these concepts’ applicatio s in the 
sphere of su tainabl  in ovatio  re of particular int rest (se  e.g., ‘sustainabl  entrepreneurship 
ecosystems’ [25]; ‘dedicat d’ [17] resp. ‘mission-oriented’ [2] i novation systems; ‘sustainable 
innovation networks’ [26] or ‘Public-Private P rtn rships for Su i a le Development’ [ 7]). 
Table 1. Ec systems and related concepts (author’s own elabor tion based on [9–14,20,23,24]). 
Concept Description A alytical Focus Authors 
Innovation 
Ecosystem 
I vation ec syst s c n be 
understood as collaborative 
m lti-s ctor arrangements, in 
which rganizations co-create 
val e to chiev  a hared 
innova ion t rg . 
 joint v lue-creation 
 c -creation, co-
evolution, co-specialization, 
c -opetition 
ecosystem orche tration 
a d governance 
 er 2006 [28] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepren urial 
Ecosystem 
Centered o  the ntrepreneur, 
the c cept shi es a light  the 
e vi onment and institutions 
i dis nsable for nurturi  new
v ntures, hereby generating
economic wealth and new jobs. 
 ntrepreneurial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
 necessary support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2 14 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view o  inn vation 
a alyzes the differ nt factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
s aping devel pme t, diffusion 
and use of innovations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and orga izational f ctors 
influe cing creation and use 
of innovation 
national, r gional, 
s ctoral or technol g cal 
e r nce p ints 
 Edquist 19 7 [3 ] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing n the relational ties 
and etworks bet een different 
organizati ns (mostly firms), the 
etwork p rspectiv  d es not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) busi esses 
dire t and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 ll t l. 1996 [ 7] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
O en 
Innovation 
The op n innovation concept 
describes the se of external 
kn wledg  ources from t e 
erspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosyst ms could be 
understo d as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
firms incorporating 
xternal knowledge sou ces, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chai  
Collaboration 
Closely related to the con ept of 
open inn vatio , supply chain 
c lla rati  describes firms’ 
cooperation with supply chain 
partners t  improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply chain to 
r fine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
ma ageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 coll bor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 




Focusing on the rel t onal ties
and networks between different
organizations (mostly firms), the
network perspecti do n t
look at th ir co-e olution.
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Th  innovation co ystem conc pt has develop d alo gside a number of related co cepts. A 
co clus ve differentiation between these is difficult and inconsistent across ubli a ions, ausing 
fragmentation an  ambiguity in th  research field [20,22]. Drawing on revi us st dies [9–
14,20,23,24], this paper distingui he  betwe n di courses the inn vation ecosyst m, 
entrepreneurial ecosystem, innovation system, inn vatio  network, open innovation, supply cha n 
collaboration and public-private partnerships (see T ble 1). H re, these concepts’ applic ti s in the 
sphere of su tainable innovati n are of p rticular i ter st ( e e.g., ‘sustainable entr pre eurship 
ecosyste s’ [25]; ‘dedicated’ [17] re p. ‘m ssio - ient d’ [2] innovation sys em ; ‘s stainable 
in ovation networks’ [26] r ‘Public-Pri e Part erships for Su ta nable Development’ [27]). 
Table 1. Ecosys ems and related concepts (author’s own elaboration based on [9–14,20,23,24]). 
C ncept Description Analytical Focus Authors 
Innovation 
Ecosystem 
I novation e systems ca  be 
understood as collaborative 
mul i-sect r arrangements, in 
whi h organizations co-create 
value to achieve a shared 
novation target. 
 join  v lu -cr n
 c -cre tion c -
evoluti n, co-sp cializ t on, 
c -opetiti  
 ec system rchestration 
and governance 
 Adner 2006 [28] 
 Adner/K p or 2010 [29] 
G me et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
Ecosystem 
Centered  t e entrepreneur, 
the co cept shi es a light o  the 
enviro ment and institutions 
indispensable for nurturing new 
ventures, hereby generating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
 trepr euri l a tivity, 
start- p success and eal h 
creation 
 cess ry support 
structures an terme iari s 
to nurture n w v tures
 Auti  t al. 2014 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31]
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
I ati  
System 
The systems view on innovation 
analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social,
institutional, o gan zational) 
s aping deve opme t, diffu io  
and u e of innovatio s.  
c ntextual, institutional 
and orga iz ti al factors 
influ g creati n and use 
of innovation
 nati nal, regional, 
sectoral or technol gical 
ref rence p i ts
 Edquist 1997 [33] 
 Lu dv ll 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
F cusi g n the relational ti s 
a d tw k  be ween diff rent 
organizati n  (mostly firms), the 
network p rspective d es not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 withi - a d across-
dustry coll b rat on of 
(m stly) businesses 
 dire t and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBress n/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 Powell t al. 1996 [37] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The open innovation concept 
describes the use of external 
kn wledge sources fr m t e 
er pective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ec systems could be 
understood as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorpo ting 
xternal knowledg  sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships betwee a focal 
firm and ts artners 
 ogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chain 
Collaboration 
Closely related to the concept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
c lla rati  describes firms’ 
cooperati  with supply chain 
partners t  improve products or 
optimize resou ce use. 
 firms collaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 C o/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 
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partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
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Th  innovation cosystem concept has develop d longside a number of related conce ts. A 
co clus ve differentiation betwee  the e is difficult and incon i t nt cross publi a i ns, c using 
fragmentation a d mbiguity in the research field [20,22]. Drawing on previ us studies [9–
14,20,23,24], this aper disti guishes betwee  di co rses the innovation cosystem, 
entrepreneurial ecosystem, ovation system, inn vatio  et ork, open innovation, supply chain 
collaboration and public-private partnerships (s e T bl  1). Here, these concepts’ appl cations i  the 
sphere of sustainable innovation are of particular i terest ( ee e.g., ‘sustainabl  e trepren urship 
ecosystems’ [25]; ‘d dicated’ [17] resp. ‘ ission-or nte ’ [2] ovation systems; ‘sus ainable 
innovati n networks’ [26] r ‘Public-Pri a  Partnerships for Su tainable Developm nt’ [27]). 
Table 1. Ecosystems and related concepts (author’s own e abor tion based on [9–14,20,23,24]). 
Concept Description Analytical Focus Auth rs 
Ecosystem 
I novation ecosystems can b  
understood as collaborative 
multi-sector arrang ments, in 
which organizations co-create 
value to achieve a shared 
innovation target. 
 joint value-creati n 
 co-creati n, c -
volution, co-specialization, 
c -op titio  
 ecosystem orchestration 
and governa c  
Adn  2006 [ 8] 
Adn r/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 18 [1 ] 
Entrepreneurial 
Ecosystem 
Centere  on the entrepr neur, 
the concept shines a light on the 
e vironment and institutions 
indispensable for nurturing new 
ventures, ereby ge er ting 
ec nomic wealth and new jobs. 
 entrepreneurial ctivity, 
start-up s ccess a d wealth 
creation 
 e essary support 
structu es a d i termediaries
to nurture new ve ture  
 Autio et al. 2014 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spi l 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view on innovation 
analyzes the diff rent factor  
(political, conomic, social, 
institutional, organizatio l) 
s aping de elop e t, iffusion 
and use of i n vations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and organizational factors 
influencing c ation nd use 
of innovat o  
 atio al, regi al,
sectora  or tech ol gical
ref re ce p ints 
 Edquist 1997 [33] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Ne son 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing  the relati nal ties 
a d networks betw en different 
org nizatio s (mostly firms), the 
network perspective does not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 w thin- and across-
industry collab ratio  of 
(mostly) busin ss s 
 di ect and in ir ct tie  
between ctors 
 D Bresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 Powell et al. 1996 [37] 
 P well et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The open innovation concept 
describes the use of external 
kn wledge sources from t e 
erspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosystems could be 
understood as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
extern l knowl dge s urc s, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippe  1986 [41]
Supply Chain 
Collaboration 
Closely related to the concept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
c lla rati  describes firms’ 
cooperati n with supply chain 
partners t  improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zh ng 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
di ect a d in i ct es
betwe n act rs
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The innovation ec sy tem c ncept ha  dev l ped alongside a number of r lated concepts. A 
conclusive differ ti  between these is difficult and inconsistent across publications, causing 
fragm nta ion and ambiguity i  the research f eld [20,22]. Drawing on pr vious studies [9–
14,20,23,24], this p per dist gu she  be ween discou ses on the innovation ecosystem, 
entrep eneurial cosyst m, in ovation syst m, innovation netw rk, open innovation, supply chain 
collaboration a d public-private partnersh p  (see T ble 1). Here, these concepts’ applications in the 
sphere of su tainable i novation are of particular terest (see e.g., ‘sustainable entrepreneurship 
ecosy t s’ [25]; ‘dedicated’ [17] r sp. ‘mi sio -ori nt d’ [2] innovation systems; ‘sustainable 
innovation network ’ [26] or ‘Publi -Private Partnerships for Sustainable Development’ [ 7]). 
Table 1. Ecosyste s a d relat d concepts (a th r’s wn laboration based on [9–14,20,23,24]). 
Concept Description A alytical Focus Authors 
Innovation 
Ecosystem 
I ovat on cosyst ms can be 
und rstoo  as collaborative 
multi-sect ar ngements, in 
which organizations co-create 
value to achi ve  shared 
innovation target. 
 joint v lue-creation 
co-cre tion, co-
evolution, c - pecialization, 
co-opetition 
ecosystem orchest ation 
and gover anc  
Ad r 2006 [ 8] 
Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
Ecosystem 
C ntered on th  entrep eneur, 
the conc pt sh n  a light n th
e viro m nt and nstituti n  
dispe sable for urturi g ew 
vent res, hereby g erating 
econ mic w alth and new jobs. 
 ntrepreneurial activity, 
start-u  success and wealth 
creation 
 necessary support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
 A tio et al. 2014 [30] 
Ise berg 2010 [31] 
Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The ystems vi w on innovation 
nalyzes the different factors 
(p litical, ec omic, social, 
i stitu i nal, orga izational) 
sh p d vel pmen , diffusion 
a d us  of innovations.  
 contextual, inst t tional 
and o ganizational factors 
influ ing creation nd use 
o  n ovation 
 at onal, regional, 
sectoral or technological 
referenc  points 
 Edqui t 1997 [33] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
F cusing on the relational ti s
a d two ks bet een diff rent 
orga iza i n  (mostly firms), the 
n twork perspective does not 
lo k at thei  co-ev lution. 
within- an  acr ss-
industry c lla oration of 
(mostly) businesses 
 direct and indirect ties 
between ac rs 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
P well et al. 1996 [37] 
 P well et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
Th  open innovation concept 
describes the use of external 
knowledge sources from the 
perspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosystems could be 
understood as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
incorporating 
external knowledge sources, 
e.g., sers 
 usually bilateral 
artnerships betw en a focal 
firm a d its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39]
hesbrou h 20 3 [40] 
von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chain 
Collab ration 
Closely related to the concept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
collaboration describes firms’ 
cooperation with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zh g 11 2
Holw g et al. 2005 [43] 




Co ing from a ew public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of g vernmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
s rvi e provi io .  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
DeBresson/Amess 1991 [36]
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The innovation ec sy t m c ncept has evel ped alo gside a umber of r lated concepts. A 
co clusive diff enti ti n between these is difficult and inconsistent acr ss ublications, causing 
fragmentation and ambiguity in the research field [20,22]. Drawing on pr vious studies [9–
14,20,23,24], this paper istinguishe  be ween discourses on the i novation ecosystem, 
entrepreneuri l cosyst m, in ovatio  system, innov tion netw rk, open innovation, supply chain 
collaboration a d public-priva e p rtnerships (s e T ble 1). H re, these concepts’ applicatio s in the 
sphere of sustainabl  i novatio  re of particular i t rest (see e.g., ‘sustainable entrepreneurship 
ec syst s’ [25]; ‘dedicated’ [17] r sp. ‘mission-ori nt d’ [2] i novation systems; ‘sustainable 
innovation network ’ [26] or ‘Public-Private Partnerships for Sustainable Devel pm nt’ [ 7]). 
Table 1. Ec s st s and ated concepts (author’s own elaboration based on [9–14,20,23,24]). 
Co t Description Analytical Focus Authors 
Innovation 
Ecosystem 
Innovation ecosystems can be 
understood as ollaborative 
multi-sect  rrangements, in 
which rga izatio s co-create 
v ue o chieve a har d 
in ovation t rget. 
 joint v lue-creation 
 c -creation, co-
evolution, co-specialization, 
co-opetition 
 ecosystem orchest ation 
a  governance 
 r 2006 [28] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
En r pren urial 
Eco ystem 
Centered on th  entrepreneur, 
the concept sh s a light  the 
e viro m nt and nstitutions 
disp nsable for urturi  new 
vent res, hereby g erating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
 trepreneurial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
cr ation 
 necessary support 
structur s and intermediaries 
t  nurture new ventures 
A tio et al. 2 14 [30] 
 Ise berg 2010 [31] 
Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems vi w o  innovation 
alyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
sh pi g d vel pm n , diffusion 
and use of innovations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and orga izational factors 
influ ing creation and use 
of innovation 
 national, regional, 
s ctoral or technological 
referenc  points 
 Edquist 19 7 [3 ] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
F using n the r lational ti s 
a d wo ks between diff rent 
rga izati n  (mostly firms), the 
n twork erspectiv  d es not 
lo k at their c -evolution. 
 within- an  acr ss-
industry colla oration of 
(mostly) busi esses 
 dire t nd indirect ties 
between act rs 
DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
ll t l. 1996 [ 7] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
O en 
Innovation 
The op n in ovation concept 
describes the se of external 
knowledg  sources from the 
perspective f a focal firm. 
I novatio  ecosyst ms could be 
understo d as a specific form of 
open innovatio  arrangements. 
incorporating 
xternal knowledge sources, 
e.g., sers 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm a d its partners 
Bogers 2018 [39]
 Chesbrough 20 3 [40] 
von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chai  
Collaboration 
Closely related to the con ept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
llaboration describes firms’ 
cooperati n with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply chain to 
r fine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
Cao/Zh g 11 2
 Holw g et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
Powell e l. 1996 [37]
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The innovation ec y t m c ncept has ev loped alo gside a umber of r lated concepts. A 
clusive differ nti tion between these is difficult and inconsistent acr ss ublications, causing 
fr gmentation and ambiguity in the research field [20,22]. Drawing on previous studies [9–
14,20,23,24], this p per disti guishes betwe  discourses on the i novation ecosystem, 
entrepreneuri l ecosys em, i n vatio  system, i nov tion netw rk, open innovation, supply chain 
collaboration and public-privat  pa tnerships (s  Table 1). H re, these concepts’ applicatio s in the 
sphere of sustainabl  i novatio  re of particu ar i t rest (see e.g., ‘sustainable entrepreneurship 
cosystems’ [25]; ‘d di d’ [17] r sp. ‘mission-ori nted’ [2] i novation systems; ‘sustainable 
in ovation n tworks’ [26] r ‘Public-Private Partnerships for Sustai a le Devel pm t’ [ 7]). 
Table 1. Ec s ste s and lated c ncepts (author’s own elabora on based on [9–14,20,23,24]). 
Concept D script  Analytical Focus Authors 
Innovation 
Eco ys em
Innovation cosyste s can be 
u derstood as collab r tive 
multi-sect r arr ngements, in 
wh ch g nizations co-create
value to achieve a shared 
i ovat on target. 
 joint v lue-creation 
 c -creation, co-
evolution, co-specialization, 
co-opetition 
 ecosystem orchestration 
and governance 
 r 2006 [28] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
E trepren urial 
E o ystem 
ent red on t e entrepren ur, 
the co cept shi es a light  the 
e viro ment nd institutions 
indisp ns ble f r nurturi  new 
vent res, hereby g nerating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
 trepreneuri l activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation
 n cessary support 
struct res and ntermediaries 
to nurt re new ventures 
 A tio et al. 4 [30] 
 Isenb rg 2010 [31] 
 pigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view  innovation 
analyz s the different factors 
(polit c l, conomic, social, 
institutional, rgan zational) 
sha ing devel pment, diffus on 
and use of innovations.  
 c ntextual, i stitutio al 
and orga izational f ctors 
influencing creation and use 
f innov tion 
 ati nal, regional, 
s ctoral or tech ological 
reference points 
 Edquist 19 7 [3 ] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Ne son 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing n the relational ties 
and networks between different 
organizations (mostly firms), the 
network perspective d es not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry colla oration of 
(mostly) busi esses 
 dire t and indirect ties 
betwee  actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
ll t l. 1996 [ 7] 
Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The op n in v ti n concept 
de cribes the se of external 
k owledg  sources from the 
perspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosyst ms could be 
understo d as  specific form of 
open inn vation ar angements. 
 firms incorporating 
xternal knowledge sources, 
e.g., sers 
 usually bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chai  
Collaboration 
Closely related to the con ept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
llaboration describes firms’ 
co perati n with supply chain 
partners to improv  products or 
ptimize resource use. 
 firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply chain to 
r fine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
Powell e al. 2005 [38]
Open Innovation
The open in ovat on concept
describes the use f external
knowledge s urc s from the
perspective of a focal firm.
Innovation ecosystems could be
understood as a specific form of
open innovatio arrangements.
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The innovation ecosyste  concept h s developed alongsid  a numb r of r lated o c pts. A 
conclu ive differ tiation betwe n these s diffi lt  inc sist t acr ss publication , ausing 
fragmentation and ambiguity in he res arch field [20,22]. Drawing on previous st dies [9–
14,20,23,24], this p per di inguish s betwe  discou ses on the innovation ecosystem, 
entrepreneurial ecosystem, innovation system, innovatio  netw rk, open innovation, supply ch in 
collab ration and public-private pa tnerships (see Table 1). H , h se co cep s’ applic ions in the 
sphere of sustainable i no ati  are of particular interest (se  e.g., ‘su tainable trep eu ship 
ecosystems’ [25]; ‘dedicated’ [17] resp. ‘missi n-o ie t d’ [2] in ovation sys m ; ‘sustainable 
in ovati n networks’ [26] or ‘Public-Private Pa t e ships for Sus inable Developm t’ [27]). 
Table 1. Ecosys ems an  r lated ncepts (author’s  elab ration ba d on [9–14,20,23,24]). 
Concept Description A l tical Focus A th rs 
Innovation 
Ecosystem 
Innova ion ec syst ms ca  be 
u dersto d as collaborativ  
multi- ector arrangements, i  
which orga izations co-create 
value to achieve a shared
innovation target. 
 joint valu - reation 
 -c e tion, c -
evoluti , o-spec alizat o , 
co-opetitio  
 cosyst m orchestra i  
and g ve na ce 
 Ad er 2006 [28] 
 Adn r/K p r 2010 [29] 
 Gomes t al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
Ecosystem 
Centered n th  entrepreneur, 
the concept shine  a light o  th  
enviro me t and institutio  
indispensable for nurturing new 
ventures, hereby generating 
econ mic wealth and new j bs. 
ntr pr ur al activit , 
start-up s cc ss and wealth 
creati n 
ecess ry upport 
structures and i ter ediaries 
to n rtu  w ventures
 Auti  t l. 14 [30] 
 Is nb rg 2010 [31]
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
Syst m 
The systems view on innovation 
analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
shaping development, diffusion 
and us  of i novations.  
 c textu l, nstitution l 
and orga izati l fact rs 
flu i g creati n and s  
of innov tion 
na i al, regi al, 
sectoral or technol gical 
reference po ts 
 Edquist 1997 [33] 
 Lu d all 992 [34] 
 Nelso  1993 [35] 
I ti  
Network 
Focusing on the r lational ties 
and n tworks betwe n different 
rganizations (mostly firms), the 
n twork perspective does not 
l k at their c -evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) businesses 
 dir ct and indirect ties 
between actors 
 D Bress n/Am sse 1991 
[36] 
 Powell t al. 1996 [37] 
 Powell  al. 20 5 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The open innovation co ce t 
describes the use of external 
knowledge sourc s from the 
perspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosys ms co ld be
under t d as a sp cific form of 
open innovation a rangements. 
 fir s incorpo ting 
xternal knowl dge sources, 
.g., us s 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and ts artners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Ch sbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 198  [ 1] 
Supply C ain 
Collaboration 
Closely related to the concept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
coll boration describes firms’ 
c operation with supply chain 
rt ers t  improve pr ducts or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collaborati g 
long the supply chain to 
refine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effective ess v . 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
firms i c rp rati g
exter a k wle ge sour s
.g., u rs
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The innovation ec system conc pt has develo ed alo gsid  a number of lat d conc ts. A 
conclusive differ t ti n b twe  the  s diffi lt  i c sis t across publi atio , ausing 
fragmentation and ambiguity in the resea ch f eld [20,22]. Drawing on previ us studies [9–
14,20,23,24], this paper distin uishes etween discourses on the innovati n ecosystem, 
entre eurial cosystem, innovatio  system, in va ion et rk, ope  innova ion, supply chain 
collab ration and p blic-priv e pa t erships (see T bl  1). Here, the e concepts’ applications in the 
sphere of sustainable i ovati  a e f particular i t rest (see e.g., ‘sustainabl  e trepre eurship 
ecosystems’ [25]; ‘dedicated’ [17] resp. ‘ ssi -ori ted’ [2] in ovation systems; ‘su tai ble 
innovation network ’ [26] or ‘Public-Private P r n rsh ps for Sustain bl  Development’ [27]).
Table 1. Ec sys ems and related concepts (auth r’  w elaborati  based on [9–14,20,23,24]). 
Concept Description Analytical Focu  Aut or  
Innovation 
t  
Innovation ec systems ca  be 
understood as collaborative 
multi-sector arrange ents, in 
which orga izatio s co-create 
alue to achieve  shared 
innovation target. 
 joi  v lu -creation 
 co-creation co-
evoluti , co-sp cializ tion, 
co-opetiti n 
 eco  orch str tio  
and governance 
 dner 2006 [28] 
 Ad e /Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gom s et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
Ecosystem 
Centered on the tr re eur, 
the concept shines a light on he 
e vironme t and i stitutions 
indispensable for nurturing new 
ve tures, hereby ge rating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
 entr prene ri l activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
n c ssary supp rt 
structures and ter ediaries 
to n rture n w v ntur  
Autio et a . 2014 [30] 
Ise  201  [31] 
Spigel 2017 [32] 
I ti  
System 
The systems view on innovation 
analyzes the differe t factors 
(political, eco omic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
shaping development, diffusion 
 use of innovations.  
 c t xtual, in titu io al 
 ganizati nal factors 
i fl encing creation a d se 
o  n vation 
 natio l, r gional, 
s ctor l r technological 
reference poin s 
Edquist 1997 [33] 
Lundv ll 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing on the relational ties 
a d networks betwee  different 
organizations (m stly firms), the 
network perspective does not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 within- a d across-
industry collabor tion of 
(mostly) businesses 
 direct and indirect ties 
between ctors 
 DeB es on/Am ss  1991 
[36] 
 Powell et al. 1996 [37] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The open innovation concept 
describes the use of xternal 
k owledge sources from t e 
perspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosystems could be 
understood as a sp cific form f 
en innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
external kn wledg  sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnersh ps betwee  a focal 
firm and its art ers 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
S pply Ch in 
Collaboration 
losely related to the concept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
collaboration describes firm ’ 
cooperation with supply chain 
partners to improve products r 
optimize resource use. 
firms c llaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refine offers or ptimize 
resource use 
 ffe tivenes  vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a ew public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of gover mental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
gover ments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
usually b lat ral
p rship b twe f cal
firm a d its part ers
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The innovati  e yste  con pt has developed alongside a number of r lated concepts. A 
conclusive differentiatio between these is difficu  a d inconsistent across ublications, causing 
fragment tion nd ambiguity in the rese rch field [20,22]. Drawing on previous studies [9–
14,20,23,24], this paper disti gu sh  be we n di cou ses on the innovation ecosystem, 
entrepreneurial ecosystem, innovation system, innovation netw rk, open innovation, supply chain 
collab r tion and public-private partne ships (s e T ble 1). Here, these concepts’ applications in the 
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Innovation 
Ecos stem 
Innovation ecosystems can be
u erst od as collaborative 
multi- ecto arra gements, in
which organizat ons co-c eate
va ue to achiev  a shared 
in ovatio  t get. 
join  v lue-cre tion 
co-cre tion, c -
evolution, c - p ializ ion, 
co- petition 
 e osystem orchest ation 
and gover anc  
Adn r 2006 [ 8] 
dner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
G mes et al. 20 8 [10] 
Entrepre euri l 
Ecosystem 
C nter d  the n r p eneur, 
the c nce t hin  a light on h
e vir an  n tituti ns 
indispe s ble for nu turing ew 
v nt re , h reby generating 
omic we lth and ew jobs. 
 entrepreneurial activity, 
start-up success a  wealth 
crea io  
 c ss ry support 
s ructu es and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventur s 
A tio et al. 2014 [30] 
 Is nberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
Syst m 
The sy tem  v ew n innovation 
analyzes the diff rent factors 
(political, con mic, social, 
institutional, rganizational) 
sh pi  d v lopment, diffusio
and us  of inn vatio . 
 contextual, inst tutional 
and o g nizational factors 
in lu ing creation and use 
o  nnovation 
 national, regional, 
sectoral or technological 
ref rence points 
 Edquist 1997 [33] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
F c sing o  th  relat onal ti s 
and tw ks be ween diff rent
rga ati  (mostly firms), the 
n twork p rspe tive does not 
look t their co-evolution. 
within- and across-
industry c lla oration of 
(mostly) busin s es 




 Powell et al. 1996 [37] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Op n 
Innovation 
The op n i novation concept 
describes the use of external 
know edge sources from th  
e sp ctive of a focal f rm. 
I novation eco ystems could be 
understood a  a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
external knowledge sources, 
e.g., sers 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesb ough 2 3 [ 0] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chain 
Collaboration 
Closely related to the concept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
collaboration describes firms’ 
cooperation with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource us . 
 firms collaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refin  offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
Bog rs 2 18 [ 9]
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c -creation, c -
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 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
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within- and across-
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 dire t and indirect ties 
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DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 ll t l. 1996 [ 7] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The op n i novation concept 
de cribes the se of external 
knowledg  s urces from th  
e sp ctive of a focal f rm. 
Innovation ecosyst ms could be 
underst d a   specific form of 
open innova ion arra gements.
 firms incor orating 
xternal knowledge sources, 
e.g., sers 
 usually bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesb ough 2 3 [ 0] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chai  
Collaboration 
Closely related to the con ept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
llaboration describes firms’ 
cooperati n with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource u e. 
 firms collabor ting 
lo g the supply chain to 
r fine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
C o/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 
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c -creation, c -
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 r 2006 [28] 
Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 G mes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepren urial 
Ecosystem 
entered  the repre eur, 
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v nt r s, h r by generating 
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 ll t l. 1996 [ 7] 
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Open 
Innovation 
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describes the se of external 
knowledg  s urces from th  
e sp ctive of a focal f rm. 
Innovation ecosyst ms could be 
u er to d as a specific form of 
open innova ion arra gements.
 firms incor orating 
xternal knowledge sources, 
.g., sers 
 usually bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2 03 [ 0] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chai  
Collaboration 
Closely related to the con ept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
llaboration describes firms’ 
cooperati n with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor ting 
lo g the supply chain to 
r fine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
C o/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
vo Hippe 1986 [41]
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Table 1. Cont.
Concept Description Analytical Focus Authors
Supply Chain
Collaboration
Closely related to the concept of
open innovation, supply chain
collaboration describes firms’
cooperation with supply chain
partners to improve products or
optimize resource use.
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 ecosystem orchestration 
and governance 
 Adner 2006 [28] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
Ecosystem 
Centered on the entrepreneur, 
the concept shines a light on the 
environment and institutions 
indispensable for nurturing new 
ventures, hereby generating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
 entrepreneurial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
 necessary support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2014 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view on innovation 
analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
shaping development, diffusion 
and use of innovations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and organizational factors 
influencing creation and use 
of innovation 
 national, regional, 
sectoral or technological 
reference points 
 Edquist 1997 [33] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing on the relational ties 
and networks between different 
organizations (mostly firms), the 
network perspective does not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) businesses 
 direct and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 Powell et al. 1996 [37] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The open innovation concept 
describes the use of external 
knowledge sources from the 
perspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosystems could be 
understood as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
external knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chain 
Collaboration 
Closely related to the concept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
collaboration describes firms’ 
cooperation with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
firms coll borating along
the supply chain to refine
offers r optimize
res urce use
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look at their co-evolution. 
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 direct and indirect ties 
between actors 
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 P well et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
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knowledge sources from the 
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along the supply chain to 
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literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
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governments and businesses 
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 Adner 2006 [28] 
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start-up success and wealth 
creation 
 necessary support 
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to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2014 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
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analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
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 contextual, institutional 
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i fluencing creation and use 
of innovation 
 national, regional, 
sectoral or technological 
reference points 
 Edquist 1997 [33] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
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Innovation 
Network 
Focusing on the relational ties 
and networks between different 
organiz tions (mostly firms), the 
n twork perspective does not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) businesses 
 direct and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
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 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The open innovation concept 
describes the use of external 
knowledge sources from the 
perspective of a focal firm. 
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understood as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
external knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
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 Bogers 2018 [39] 
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open innovation, supply chain 
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cooperation with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
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 firms collaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refine offers or optimize 
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 effectiveness vs. 
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Co i g from a new public 
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 effectiveness and 
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Cao/Zhang 2011 [42]
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analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
shaping devel pment, diffusion 
and use of innovations.  
 contextual, institutional 
a  orga izational f ctors 
influencing creation and use 
of innovation 
 national, regional, 
s ctoral or technological 
reference points 
 Edquist 19 7 [3 ] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing n the relational ties 
and etworks between different 
organizations (mostly firms), the 
netw rk pe spective d es not 
look at th i  c -evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) busi esses 
 dire t and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 ll t l. 1996 [ 7] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The op n innovation concept 
describes the se of external 
knowledg  sources from the 
perspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosyst ms could be 
understo d as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
xternal knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Sup ly Chai  
Coll boration 
Clos ly relat d to the con ept of 
op n innovation, supply chain 
llaboration describes firms’ 
cooperati n with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply chain to 
r fine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 
 Stank et al. 2001 [44]   
Publi -P ivat  
Partnership 
(PPP) 
Coming from a new public 
manageme t tra ition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls f governm ntal 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
gov nmen s and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provisio  (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
Holweg et al. 2005 [43]
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Innovation 
Ecosystem 
Innovation ecosyste s can be 
understood as collaborative 
multi-sect r arrangements, in 
which rganizations co-create 
value to achieve a shared 
inn vation ta get. 
 joint v lue-creation 
 c -creation, co-
evolution, co-specialization, 
co-opetition 
 ecosystem orchestration 
and governance 
 r 2006 [28] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepren urial 
Ecosystem 
Centered on the ntrepreneur, 
the conc pt sh es a light  the 
e vironment and ins itutions 
ndisp nsable for nurturi  new 
ventures, hereby generating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
 entrepreneurial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
 necessary support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2 14 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view o  innovation 
analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
shaping devel pment, diffusion 
and use of innovations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and orga izational f ctors 
influencing creation and use 
of innovation 
 national, regional, 
s ctoral or technological 
reference points 
 Edquist 19 7 [3 ] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing n the relational ties 
and etworks between different 
o ganiz ti ns (mostly firms), the 
network perspective d es not 
look a their co-evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) busi esses 
 dire t and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 ll t l. 1996 [ 7] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The op n innovation concept 
describes the se of external 
knowledg  sources from the 
perspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosyst ms could be 
understo d as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
xternal knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chai  
Collaboration 
Closely related to the con ept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
llaboration describes firms’ 
cooperati n with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply chain to 
r fine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
man geme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joi t solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
Stank et al. 2001 [44]
Public-Private
Partnership (PPP)
Coming from a new public
management tradition, the PPP
literature analyzes prospects
and pitfalls of governmental
collaboration with private sector
partners for joint solution resp.
service provision.
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Ecosystem 
Innovation ecosystems can b
understood as collabo ative 
multi-sector arrangements, in 
which organizations co-create 
value to achieve a shared 
innovation target. 




 ecosystem orchestration 
and governance 
 Adner 2006 [28] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
Ecosystem 
Centered on the e trepre eur, 
the concept shines a light on the 
nvironment and i stitutions 
indispensable for nurturing new 
ventures, hereby ge erati g 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
repren rial ctivity, 
art-up success and ealth 
creation 
 ces ary uppo t 
structures and interm diaries 
to nurture new ve tures 
 Autio et al. 2014 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view on innovation 
an lyzes the differ  factor  
(political, eco mic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
shaping development, diffusion 
use of innovations.  
 con extual, institutional 
and organiz tional factors 
influencing creation and use 
of innovati n 
 national, regional, 
sectoral or technological 
reference points 
 Edquist 1997 [33] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing on th  relational ties 
and networks b tween different 
organizations (mostly firms), the 
network perspective does not 
look at their co-evolution. 
within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) businesses 
direct and indirect ties 
be ween actors 
DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 Powell et al. 1996 [37] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The open innovation concept 
describes th  u e of external 
k owledge sources from the 
perspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosystems could be 
understood as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
fir s incorpo ting 
external knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bil eral 
partnerships betwee  a focal 
firm and its art ers 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chain 
Collaboration 
Cl sely related to the con ept of 
ope  innovation, supply chain 
collaboration describ s firms’ 
cooperation with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 fi  collaborating
along th  supply chain to 
re n  offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et l. 2005 [43] 




Coming rom a ew public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyze  prospects and 
pitfalls of gover mental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
collaboration between 
gover ment and businesses
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstr nd 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
c llab r between
gover men s and businesses
/or NGOs
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 ecosyste  orchestration 
and governance 
 Adner 2006 [28] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
Ecosystem 
Centered on the e trepre eur, 
the concept shines a light on the 
e vironment and i stitutio s 
indispensable for nurturing new 
ventures, hereby ge erating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
 entrepr ne rial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
 ecessary support 
structures an  intermediaries 
to nurture new ve tures 
 Autio t al. 2014 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view on innovation 
analyzes the differe t factors 
(political, eco omic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
shaping development, diffusion 
 use of innovations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and organizational factors 
influencing creation and use 
of innovation 
 national, regional, 
sectoral or technological 
reference poi ts 
 Edquist 1997 [33] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing on the relational ties 
and networks between different 
organizations (mostly firms), the 
network perspective does not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) businesses 
 direct and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 Powell et al. 1996 [37] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The open innovation concept 
describes the use of external 
k owledge sources from the 
perspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosystems could be 
understood as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
external knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its artners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 hesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chain 
Collaboration 
Closely related to the concept of 
ope  innovation, supply chain 
collaboration describes firms’ 
cooperation with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 C o/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of gover mental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
gover ments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
effec ve ess and efficiency
of solution/servi e provision
( t necessarily innovation)
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I novation 
In ovation ecosystems can be
u derstood as collaborative 
multi-sector arrangements, in 
wh ch orga izatio s co-create 
alue to achi ve a sha ed 
i ovat o ta get. 
joint valu -c eation 
co-creation, co-
evolution, o- pecialization, 
o-opetition 
eco y tem orch s r t on 
and gov rnance 
 dner 2006 [28] 
d er/K poor 201  [29] 
Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
Ecosystem 
Centered on the entrepreneur, 
the concept shines a light on the 
e vir ment and institutions 
indispensable or nurturing new 
ventures, hereby generating 
e omic wealth and ew jobs. 
entr preneurial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
 ecessary support 
str ctures a d intermediaries 
to nu ture ew ventures
 Autio et al. 2014 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
System 
The systems view on innovation 
a alyzes he different factors 
(political, econ mic, social, 
institutional, rganizational) 
shaping development, diffusion 
and use of i novations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and organizational factors 
fl encing creation and use 
of innovation 
nation l, regional, 
s ctoral or echnological
r fer nce points 
 Edquist 1997 [33] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing o  the relational ties 
a d networks b twe n different 
organizations (m tly firms), the 
n twork p rspective does not 
look at their -evolution. 
 wit in- and across-
i dustry collaboration of 
(mostly) businesses 
 direct and indirect ties 
b tween actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 Powell et al. 1996 [37] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Op n 
Innovation 
The o en innovation oncept 
describes the u e of xternal 
kn w edge sources from t e 
pe spe tive of  focal firm. 
I novation e o ystem could be 
und t od as a sp cific form f
 innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
external knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
S pply Ch in 
Collabo at on 
losely related to the concept of 
open innova io , supply chain 
collabo ation descr b s firm ’ 
co peratio  with upply chain 
artners to improv  products r 
optimize resource us . 
firms collaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refin  off rs or optimize 
resou ce use 
 vs. 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
Bäcks and 2006 [45]
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multi-sector arrangements, in 
wh ch rganizatio s co-create
alu  to achieve a sha ed
innov t on target. 
joint v lu -c eation 
 c -creation, co-
evolution, co-specialization, 
co-opetiti n 
 co ystem orch str t on 
and governance 
n r 2006 [28] 
 Ad er/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepren uri l 
Ecosystem 
Centered on the ntrepreneur, 
the concept shi es a light  the 
e vironme t and institutions 
i disp ns ble for nurturi  new 
ventures, hereby gener ting 
econ mic wealth and new jobs. 
entr preneurial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
 necessary support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nu ture new ventures
 Autio et al. 2 14 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
System 
The sys ems view o  innovation 
a lyzes th  different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
i stitutional, organizational) 
sh ping devel pment, diffusion 
and us  of i novations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and orga izational f ctors 
fl encing creation and use 
of innovation 
nation l, regional, 
s ctoral or echnological 
reference points 
 Edquist 19 7 [3 ] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing n the relational ties 
a d etworks between different 
organizations (m stly firms), the
network perspective d es not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 within- and across-
indu try collaboration of 
(mo tly) busi esses 
 dire t and indirect ties 
betwe n actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 ll t l. 1996 [ 7] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The op n innovation concept 
de cribes the se of xternal 
knowledg  s urces from t e 
perspective of  focal firm. 
Innovation ecosystems could be 
underst d as  sp cific form f
en innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
xternal knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
S pply Ch i  
Collabo at on 
losely related to the con ept of 
open innova ion, supply chain 
llabo ation describes firm ’ 
cooperati n with supply chain 
partners to improve products r 
optimize resource u e. 
firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply chain to 
r fine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
Glasbe gen et al. 2007 [46]
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Innovation 
Ecosystem 
Innovation ecosyste s can be 
understood as collaborative 
multi-sector arrangements, in 
which rganizations co-create
value to achieve a shared 
innovation target. 
 joint v lue-creation 
 c -creation, co-
evolution, co-specialization, 
co-op ition 
 ecosystem orchestration 
and governance 
 n r 2006 [28] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepren urial 
Ecosystem 
Centered on the trepre eur, 
t e concept shi es a light  the 
e vironment and institutions 
indisp nsable for nurturi  new 
ventures, hereby generating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
 entrepreneurial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
 necessary support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2 14 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view  innovation 
a alyzes the different factors 
(poli cal, economic, social, 
i stitutional, org nizational) 
shaping devel pment, diffusion 
a d use of i novations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and orga izational f ctors 
influencing creation and use 
of innovation 
 national, regional, 
s ctoral or technological 
reference points 
 Edquist 19 7 [3 ] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Ne work 
Focusing n the relational ties
and etworks between different 
organizations (mostly firms), the 
network perspective d es not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) busi esses 
 dire t and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 ll t l. 1996 [ 7] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The op n inn v ion concept 
describes the se of external 
knowledg  sources from the 
perspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosystems could be 
u er to d as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
xternal knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chai  
Collaboration 
Closely related to the con ept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
llaboration describes firms’ 
cooperati n with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply chain to 
r fine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
Pattberg e al. 2013 [27]
Throughout the fast-growing lit ratu e inn vation ec systems, different research themes,
pertaining to concept [11–13], life cycle [47], evalua io [48], well a acto s a d roles [23,49], have
emerged. Howe er, as of now, i novat on ecosystem re redominantly und rstood as a vehicle
for technology, product or service d velopment, a d only rarely di cussed ithi the context of
mission-oriented innovation policy or the sus ainability agenda [18].
3. Methodology
In accordance with t e resear h inter st, this paper builds pon a sy t m tic iterature review
(SLR) [19,50,51]. T complement the analysis, it also orrows methodological approaches from
bibliometric analysis [52,53] a d typology building [54,55]. The next sections utline the methodological
approach in detail, while its potential limitations will be resumed a d disc ssed in this paper’s
discussion section.
3.1. Systematic Literature Review
Systematic reviews ca be defined as “a methodology for rigorous and xtensiv synthesis of
research findings, using transp ren , explicit a d repl able p oce ures” [56] (p. 237). Providing a
detailed analysis about wha is or el e what is not kn wn so f r a d how the existi g k owl dge was
empirically generated [57] (p. 3), his appr ach is particularly appropriate in light of the research
aim’s exploratory nature. As suggested by T anfield l. [19] ( p. 214–215), s well as Arksey and
O’Malley [58], an initial scoping review of existing SLRs in the field of innov tion ecosystems was
conducted, to ensure the planned review’s feasibili an rele a c . After hav ng identified and
screened 35 SLRs, 13 were reviewed in detail. While numerous authors have puzzled their h ads over
the conceptualization of ‘standard’—commercially ori nte —i ovation ecosystems, p rticularly as
distinct from similar conc pts such as business nd entrepreneurial cosystems or innovation systems
(see Section 2) [10,11,13,14], little systematic attention has bee paid to them agai st th backdrop of
today’s mission-oriented innovati n policy. Havi g specified and refined the research aim based on
the scoping review, the actual SLR proceeded in four steps (also see Figure 1).
The first step aimed to identify all relevant papers. Following a configurative rather than an
aggregative approach, as suggested by the research interest [59] (p. 63), it is not stringently required
to identify every single study, but to ensure a sufficient breadth of different concepts [60] (p. 100).
Nevertheless, three distinct strategies were implemented to identify relevant literature irrespective of
its disciplinary background. Through a keyword-based search, four key bibliographic databases for
academic literature—Scopus, Web of Science, EBSCO (among others also including the sub-database
EconLit) and ProQuest—were systematically screened. Accounting for potential conceptual overlaps
(as illustrated in Section 2), the two keyword blocks—innovation ecosystems and mission-oriented
innovation—comprised a broad range of synonyms derived from previous studies in both fields (see
Appendix A Table A1 for review protocol) [10,12,61]. The search was limited to results published
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from 1987 onwards, as “the idea of ‘innovating for sustainability’ can be traced back” [62] (p. 6)
to the publication of the Brundlandt report in the same year. Establishing a base line in terms of
scientific quality, only articles published in peer-reviewed scientific journals were included in the search.
To complement the keyword-based database search, the ten most relevant journals, as identified by
previous systematic reviews on innovation ecosystems and sustainable innovation [10,12–14,61], were
screened for additional papers (see Appendix A Table A1 for details). Lastly, reference snowballing was
applied throughout the review process, to further identify promising articles. The complete search was
conducted in April 2020, with the manual search repeated on 15th of June 2020 to ensure the inclusion
of recently published articles. After removing duplicates and cleaning the data (e.g., excluding records
with central bibliographic information missing), this tripartite search strategy yielded 1984 results.Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 5 of 29 
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In a second step, the corresponding 1984 abstracts were screened, with view to the following
inclusion criteria deducted from the research interest: (a) whether the article deals with a case
of mission-oriented innovation, and if yes, (b) whether a specific type of collaboration within
this innovation process is scrutinized. For the latter purpose, abstracts were categorized based
on their reference to innovation ecosystems or related constructs. Drawing on the conceptual
considerations outlined in this paper’s second section, articles either explicitly referring to innovation
ecosystems or describing similar characteristics (such as a collaboration’s multi-sector, co-creative
nature) without using the term were included in the subsequent full text screening. The abstract
screening procedure was performed by two researchers, who—after completing two training rounds
with smaller samples—independently screened all 1984 abstracts. The overall agreement rate of
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94.7% in their inclusion-exclusion decisions and the Kappa values of 0.70 (=substantial agreement) for
articles describing innovation ecosystem-like characteristics more vaguely respectively 0.91 (=almost
perfect agreement), for those explicitly using innovation ecosystem language indicate a high inter-rater
reliability of the screening process [63,64]. After resolving remaining disagreements through discussion,
191 records were selected for the subsequent full text screening. While the rate of excluded articles may
appear to be high initially, it may be explained by the wide and general nature of the set of keywords
employed throughout the search process. Although the majority of articles was ultimately rendered
irrelevant to this paper’s particular research interest, this approach was necessary due to the ecosystem
concept’s fuzziness (see Section 2).
The systematic review’s third step comprised the full text screening of the 191 remaining
records against the backdrop of refined inclusion criteria, as outlined above. Again, two researchers
independently conducted the screening process in parallel. After two training rounds with smaller
samples, an overall agreement of 87.5% resp., a Cohen’s Kappa of 0.73 (=substantial agreement) was
achieved. Remaining differences were resolved through discussion. Excluding 26 articles due to
technical issues (e.g., because they were not accessible or despite the English search written in another
language), and 121 articles on content-related grounds, 44 articles (see Appendix B Table A2 for full
list) were selected for subsequent bibliometric (see Section 3.2) and full text analyses (see Section 3.3).
3.2. Bibliometric Analysis
In order to explore and map the research landscape around the emerging field of mission-oriented
innovation ecosystems, a bibliometric analysis similar to that performed on innovation ecosystems
in general by Gomes et al. [10] was conducted. Coined by Pritchard [53], the term bibliometric
analysis refers to the quantitative study of a certain stock of literature and its respective bibliographies.
Bibliometric analyses may adopt two different foci: choosing a rather descriptive productivity count,
the publication behavior of authors and journals is examined over time. On the other hand, a more
evaluative usage count considers the number of citations of a certain author or journal [52].
In accordance with this paper’s research aim, different techniques from bibliometric analysis
were applied at two stages of the systematic literature review. Firstly, productivity counting was
used to explore differences in publication behavior between different research streams, based on the
categorization made during the abstract screening (n = 603 records, in which some form of collaboration
for mission-oriented innovation is mentioned). Secondly, the 44 full texts eligible for content analysis
were assessed both from productivity as well as usage points of view. For this purpose, their complete
bibliographic datasets were retrieved from Scopus (available for 41 of the 44 articles) and analyzed
using the software VOSviewer (Nees Jan van Eck and Ludo Waltman at Leiden University’s Centre for
Science and Technology Studies (CWTS), version 1.6.15) [65].
3.3. Content Analysis and Typology Building
Concluding the review process, those 44 papers identified as relevant throughout the rigorous
procedure outlined above were analyzed in detail, incorporating elements of framework and narrative
synthesis [66,67]. For this purpose, each article was read several times, in order to scrutinize its content.
Using MaxQDA as a software tool for qualitative data analysis, the papers’ key features were coded
based on a codebook derived from the underlying research questions [68] (p. 124). Meta-data, such as
information on articles’ research aims, their methodological approaches or perspective, were gathered.
Furthermore, studies’ findings were analyzed, paying particular attention to the conceptualization of
ecosystems and their characteristics, e.g., target focus, architectural set-up or collaboration formats.
Aiming to explore and ultimately systemize the differences between several forms of
mission-oriented innovation ecosystems, typology building was used as methodological approach
drawing on Kluge [54,55], Collier et al. [69] and Schütz [49]. In a first step, an ecosystem’s sustainability
focus (on one of the three dimensions people, prosperity, planet resp. an integrated understanding) and
its solution approach (focus on single solutions vs. focus on system level transformation) were set as
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the relevant dimensions, opening up the property space. Following Kluge’s [54,55] four step procedure,
cases were then grouped, empirical regularities analyzed, and types constructed. Additional variables
which had been coded as part of content analysis but not used for type construction were then utilized
to characterize the constructed types in greater detail.
4. Findings
In line with the two-fold research interest, the systematic review’s findings are presented in two
separate sections. While the first section focuses on mapping the research landscape by highlighting
selected descriptive statistics and results from bibliometric analysis, the subsequent section dives
deeper into the content-related analysis, ultimately introducing a typology of mission-oriented
innovation ecosystems.
4.1. Overview of the Research Field
Drawing on the conceptual differentiation between innovation ecosystems and related concepts
outlined above, abstracts were categorized according to their reference to one of these constructs
during the screening process. In total, 603 of the 1984 abstracts focus on some form of collaborative,
mission-oriented resp. sustainable innovation. Throughout those articles, the leading discourses are
open innovation (20.3%), supply chain (13.3%) and entrepreneurial ecosystems (11.1%). The concept of
interest—innovation ecosystems—is present in 7.5% of the 603 abstracts, while remaining constructs
figure at roughly 5% (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Prevalence of different literature streams in screened abstracts (author’s own illustration). Figure 2. re al f ff t li ( t r’s o n i lustration).
Introducing a time axis to observe publication behavior over time, it becomes apparent that
the topic of collaborative innovation for sustainability only gained momentum from 2011 onwards.
The research field’s growth has significantly accelerated since 2015. As visualized by Figure 3, this
general trend can be observed across different streams of research. However, a certain time lag is visible
with the open innovation discourse leading the field, while the supply chain and entrepreneurial
ecosystem discourses followed a bit later. The prevalence of the innovation ecosystem terminology
within the mission-oriented innovation discourse only gained traction from 2017 onwards, jumping
up the ladder in 2019, with yearly publications more than doubling in comparison to the previous
year. Although not included in Figure 3, a sneak peek into preliminary 2020 data suggests that the
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innovation ecosystem stream might even outpace other streams. These observations are in line with
findings of previous SLRs on innovation ecosystems, pointing to a significant increase of publications
in recent years, with the majority stemming from the last three years alone [12,22].
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Investigating the a ’ , i ression of a sca tered field emerges at
first sight, with the 603 arti l iff t j rnals. Taking a closer l ok, however,
the analysis reveals an uneven distri , j l Jo rnal of leaner Production and
Sustainability—leading the field by far it . c , co pared to just 1 publications
in the third-ranked Business Strategy and the Environment. ifferentiating betw en the various
conceptual strea s (see Secti 2) s s t at t e f r er t are c aracterized by their broad
approach, providing a platfor to al ost all conceptual traditions. Beyond that, each research stream
is dominating one or t o i portant journals, as is the case ith S all Business Economics for the
entrepreneurship-focused literature, the International Journal of Production Economics for the supply chain
discourse, or Technological Forecasting & Social Change and European Planning Studies for the proponents
of sustainable innovation systems. Looking specifically at the 44 articles selected for full-text analysis,
the findings emphasize the importance of the Journal of Cleaner Production and Sustainability for the
discourse on mission-oriented innovation ecosystems. These two journals are the only ones with
more than two publications, dominating this niche from 2017 onwards (see Figure 4). Interestingly,
however, these are not the journals of high relevance for the general debate on innovation ecosystems
(such as International Journal of Technology Management, Research Policy, R&D Management, Strategic
Management Journal, Technovation or Technological Forecasting & Social Change [10,12–14,22]), but rooted
in the sustainable innovation discourse [61].
Looking beyond the journal covers, Table 2 provides an overview of the eleven most cited articles
within the full text sample. Strikingly, there are no papers specifically dedicated to the phenomenon
of mission-oriented innovation ecosystems included in this list. Instead, articles focus on certain
sub-types, such as Carayannis and Campbell’s [70] influential work on quadruple and quintuple
helix structures for achieving sustainability, as well as the former author’s conceptualization of social
innovation ecosystems [71].
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3 Pigford et al. (2018) [72]
Beyond Agricultural Innovation Systems?
Exploring an Agricultural Innovation




4 Goodman et al. (2017) [73]
Our Collaborative Future: Activities and
Roles of Stakeholders in
Sustainability-Oriented Innovation.
37
5 Yarahmadi and Higgins 2012 [74]
Motivations towards Environmental
Innovation: A Conceptual Framework for
Multiparty Cooperation.
30
6 Behnam et al. (2018) [75]
How should Firms Reconcile their Open
Innovation Capabilities for Incorporating
External Actors in Innovations Aimed at
Sustainable Development?
26
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Intermediaries to Enhance Effectiveness
of Protected Spaces and Strategic Niche
Management for Transitioning to
Circular Economy.
10
9 Yang et al. (2012) [80]
What can Triple Helix Frameworks Offer
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Against this backdrop, it is no wonder that E.G. Carayannis is also leading the ranking of the
ten most important authors within the sample (see Table 3), co-authoring not only three different
papers, but also having the most citations by far. Two more authors with a high publication output,
pushing the research frontiers forward, are Zheng Liu and Nancy Bocken. Since their articles have
been published more recently (4 in 2019; 2 in 2020), their citation count is inevitably lower—up to this
point. This also highlights the more general point that citation statistics should be used with caution,
specifically within a research field that is relatively young and still evolving.
Table 3. Overview of most important authors within the sample of full texts.
Rank Author No. of Documentswithin Sample No. of Citations
Author’s h-Index
(Source: Google Scholar)
1 E.G.Carayannis 3 310 57
2 Z. Liu 3 31 n.a.
3 N. Bocken 3 13 36
4 J. Barrie 2 16 n.a.
5 E. João 2 16 17
6 G. Zawdie 2 16 n.a.
7 R. Balkenende 2 11 25
8 P. Brown 2 11 3
9 Y. Yang 2 11 n.a.
10 M. Grimaldi 2 1 n.a.
Although the research field is only just coming of age, its conceptual roots can be traced back
to discourses that have been around for much longer. Running a co-citation analysis of our sample
to better understand the intellectual structure of the field, six main conceptual traditions or research
clusters influencing mission-oriented innovation ecosystem thinking were revealed (see Figure 5).
These are: (1) the open innovation discourse around authors such as Chesbrough, Bogers and von
Hippel; (2) the innovation systems and helix debates, going back to e.g., Nelson, Carayannis, Campbell
or Etzkowitz; (3) the living lab concept put forward by Leminen and Schuurman; (4) the sustainable
innovation literature with authors such as Bocken, Evans or Lüdeke-Freund; (5) the social innovation
concept—sometimes viewed from a more sociological perspective—established by Howaldt and
Terstriep, and finally, (6) the debates around sustainability transitions, transformative change and
mission-oriented innovation policies, dominated by authors such as Mazzucato, Schot or Klerkx.
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Building on these conceptual roots, about one third of the 44 articles are of a conceptual nature,
whereas about two thirds apply an empirical approach. Zooming in, Table 4 displays that half of
the empirical papers build on single case studies, while another 21.4% utilize a small-n comparative
approach (2–5 cases). On the contrary, only a quarter of the empirical papers are based on the analysis of
more than five cases. This lack of medium- and large-n research reinforces findings from previous SLRs
on innovation ecosystems [10]. By far the most common methodological approaches are qualitative
interviews (57.1% of empirical papers) and document analyses (also 57.1%). While social network
analysis (SNA) is used in at least four papers, other methods are scarce.















Conceptual 16 (36.4%) — — — —
Empirical 28 (63.6%)
Single Case
Study 14 (50.0%) Interviews 16 (57.1%)
Small-N Case
Study 6 (21.4%) Document Analysis 16 (57.1%)
Medium-N
Case Study 7 (25.0%) Social Network Analysis 4 (14.3%)
Other 1 (3.6%) Survey 2 (7.1%)
Participant Observations 1 (3.6%)
Action Research 1 (3.6%)
4.2. Content Analysis: Towards a Typology of Mission-Oriented Innovation Ecosystems
Having provided an overview of the research field in response to the first research question, the
following section focuses on the second research question by laying out the conceptual foundations of
the mission-oriented innovation ecosystem idea. As stated in the introduction and background section,
a mission-oriented innovation ecosystem is characterized by its distinct target focus. As opposed to
‘standard’ innovation ecosystems that have been dealt with in the business strategy and innovation
management literature, and predominantly aim to bring innovative technologies, products and
services to the market [28,29], mission-oriented innovation ecosystem pit themselves against the
grand challenges. Aiming to direct innovation towards sustainability challenges, as for example
represented by the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), a mission-oriented
innovation ecosystem brings together all relevant actors from politics, science, industry and civil
society for joint value creation. Directionality and value co-creation, as well as the principles of
‘co-evolution’ and ‘co-specialization’ [21] mark key characteristics of, and dynamics within, these
ecosystems (see Figure 6).
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innovation management literature, and predominantly aim to bring innovative technologies, 
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Starting from this relatively broad definition of mission-oriented innovation ecosystems,
several sub-types could be identified based on the systematic literature review. On the one
hand, the ‘new’ missions, as defined by Mazzucato [5], equally encompass all three dimensions
of sustainability—economic, social, environmental. Hence, mission-oriented innovation ecosystems
could specifically target one of the three dimensions—people, prosperity, planet—or apply a more
holistic understanding that aims to integrate these elements. On the other hand, mission-oriented
innovation policy leaves room for two different solution approaches towards the grand challenges:
Answers to pressing societal challenges can be sought at the immediate solution level (e.g., electric
instead of fuel-based vehicles), or at the system level (e.g., transforming mobility systems as such).
As mission-oriented innovation ecosystems could potentially emerge at the intersection of all four
sustainability foci and take on either one of the two solution approaches, the typology developed
as part of this article is based upon a 4 × 2 property space. Figure 7 visualizes the eight potential
sub-types (of which one was not empirically found within the analyzed papers, and one is excluded
based on conceptual considerations), which will be outlined in more detail in the following.
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Social Innovation Ecosystems: The first sub-type of mission-oriented innovation ecosystems describes
ecosystems which aim to give “answers [ . . . ] to social needs that will lead to better results for the
entire society” [71] (p. 2). As such, these ecosystems focus on sustainability’s ‘people dimension’,
while trying to tackle challenges at a system level. The six papers clustered under this heading all
refer to the ‘social innovation ecosystem’ terminology. Acknowledging the ambiguity of the term
‘social innovation’ [81,82], th s pa er uses the terminology explicitly to describe innovation ec systems
leveraging socia impact. Social, in the sense of behavioral, non-technological innovation, cuts across
all four different target dimensions and may—some might even say must—be part of any innovation
ecosystem. With view to their architectural set-up, these innovation ecosystems are characterized
by a high variety of actors [71,82,83]. All six papers are based upon a quadruple-helix perspective,
and describe ecosystems as involving actors from science, industry, politics and civil society. Alcaide
Lozano et al. [83] consider stakeholder variety a key success factor of social innovation ecosystems,
stating that “the more heterogeneous an ecosystem is [ . . . ], the greater are its possibilities of gaining
access to new ideas and strategies”. Despite this quest for stakeholder diversity, public sector actors and
civil society (o ganiza ions) in particular take on a central role in social in ovation cosystems [81,83].
In contr st, actors from science seem to play a less prom nent role compared o other innovation
processes [81,83,84]. As trust and relational ties are perceived to be particularly relevant to social
innovation ecosystems, their local embedding is utterly important [81–83]. Still, they “are often
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supported in their attempts at social change through translocal, international collaborations with
like-minded local initiatives” [84] (p. 5).
Regional Development Ecosystems: Within this sub-type of mission-oriented innovation ecosystems,
a primary focus on economic sustainability is combined with a system level perspective. An illustrative
example that features prominently in most of the six underlying papers are missions aiming at regional
development and structural transformation, for instance within the context of smart specialization
strategies driven forward in EU innovation policy. According to Lopes and Franco [85] (p. 278),
these ecosystems’ “final objective is the creation of territorial added value in the form of increased
wealth, employment and well-being, leading to regional competitiveness”. Five out of the six
papers refer to a quadruple-helix set-up; however, the empirical findings allude to a dominance of
triple-helix patterns, and a marginalized role of civil society in some cases [86]. This may be due to the
often government-driven nature of regional development initiatives [87]. Although hardly an easy
endeavor, combining this top-down logic with bottom-up elements and ensuring meaningful citizen
participation is critical for success [87,88]. To this end, the ‘social foresight lab approach’ developed by
Schroth et al. [89] depicts a promising methodological approach. Reflected in the particular university
perspective taken by two of the six papers, a key role within regional development ecosystems is
ascribed to academia, especially regional universities [88,90]. Not only do they provide a region with
a highly skilled workforce, but generate new scientific knowledge, which can be transferred and
commercialized through science-industry collaboration or academic spin-offs [88]. At this point, a
blurring of innovation and regional development policies and a conceptual overlap with regional
innovation system (RIS), cluster and entrepreneurial ecosystem discourses can be observed. Inherent
to the concept is the ecosystem’s highly local nature, with the geographical region as the central point
of reference [85–88,91], nevertheless, aiming at global markets [86,88].
Green Transition Ecosystems: Green transition ecosystems—at the intersection of planet focus
and system approach—can be defined as innovation ecosystems, with a clear focus on achieving
environmental sustainability, through the transformation of the underlying patterns of production and
resource use. An excellent example for these ecosystems addressed by several of the eight underlying
papers [e.g., 231; 232; 901; 1953] is the circular economy. This is because the
Transition to a circular economy can be achieved through multiple protected spaces
targeted—for example, at key circular economy growth markets such as renewable energy,
biorefinery, remanufacturing, sustainable mobility and the sharing economy, to co-evolve,
paving the way for smooth transition within a governance framework that is capable of
mitigating tensions and conflicts that are likely to arise in the transition process [79] (p. 3)
An alternative example could be the discourse around agricultural innovation ecosystems [72,92].
With view to these ecosystems’ architectural set-up, it is notable that, while actors from science and
industry are discussed in almost all papers, the role of governments and especially of civil society is
less prominent. Throughout the analyzed papers, the leading role of industry and science and the
importance of the two sectors’ collaboration is emphasized [92–95]. If considered relevant by these key
actors, additional partners “beyond traditional value-chains” [93] (p. 11) may be included. Although
said ecosystems “may be driven by firms only”, it “may often require a push from policy organizations”,
for example “trough financing mechanisms” [94] (p. 14), to accelerate the ecosystems’ initial emergence.
In some cases, these early investment costs are also borne by large keystone companies in order to
nurture the emerging ecosystem [95]. The strong science-industry collaboration at the heart of green
transition ecosystems is also reflected in typical collaboration formats. In contrast to some of the
other ecosystem types, they predominantly focus on classical knowledge and technology transfer
channels, such as patents and licenses [96], as well as the establishment of common standards [95,97,98].
Contrary to the previous two sub-types, green transition ecosystems can have a “decentralized” [79]
(p. 7) nature, and do not necessarily rely on a specific geographical point of reference.
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Sustainable Transformation Ecosystems: The fourth sub-type of mission-oriented innovation
ecosystems distinguish itself by their holistic perspective on sustainability, seeking to integrate
and balance the three dimensions people, planet and prosperity. Such an approach can, for example,
be found in smart city projects, where positioning the city competitively in the region and reducing
CO2 footprints and increasing citizens’ well-being may be three (among other) aims pursued at the
same time. Such an integrated perspective combined with a system level approach is described in ten
papers of the full text sample. While all papers refer to the three sectors politics, industry and civil
society, science is mentioned once less. A heterogeneous stakeholder set-up is perceived as central to
these ecosystems [78], however, taking a closer look reveals a leading role of public sector actors and
the importance of active citizen participation [70,76,99]. As ensuring the latter is challenging at times,
it is particularly interesting that—despite the steering role of the public sector—“there is usually an
intermediary, like a design or architecture firm, taking care of the co-creative process” [99] (p. 12). While
design-based methods’ ability to translate between different stakeholder groups and make potential
future(s) tangible is a promising pathway to ensure wider participation in innovation processes [100],
citizens’ preferences towards participatory approaches must be considered [101]. Besides various
co-creation formats, for example in living lab environments [78,99,102], the literature highlights the
important role of capacity building [102,103] and the opportunities of open government platforms
for increasing government-citizen interaction [99,102]. Compared to other types of ecosystems, their
aspiration to pursue different goals simultaneously, hereby adding complexity, and their heterogeneous
stakeholder setting, might make sustainable transformation ecosystems especially prone to tensions,
which may arise with regard to competing priorities, value creation vs. value capture mechanisms, or
potential hi-jacking through interest groups [99,104].
Type X Ecosystems: Type X ecosystems focus on sustainability’s people dimension, and adopt
a solution level approach. A recent practice example of such ecosystems is the development of the
COVID-19 tracing app in Germany, where actors from government, industry, science and civil society
joined forces to make a concrete step towards the containment of the corona pandemic. However, as
this sub-type was identified in only one paper, no further characterization is developed here.
Standard Innovation Ecosystems: Given the two dimensions spanning the typology’s property
space—sustainability focus and solution approach—there could potentially be a type of ecosystem at
the intersection of prosperity focus and solution level. Based on the research aim to conceptualize
mission-oriented innovation ecosystems and drawing on Mazzucato’s [3–5] mission definition, this
type is nevertheless excluded due to theoretical considerations. Introducing a new solution—in other
words a product or service—whilst aiming at economic sustainability is what all commercial innovation
ecosystems strive for. Yet, such focus does not qualify as a dedicated mission from a policy perspective.
Instead, this ecosystem type can be defined as a ‘standard innovation ecosystem’, representing the
research focus of the general innovation ecosystem discourse (see Section 2). Most of what has been
written on ecosystems so far characterizes this non-mission-oriented ecosystem type.
Green Innovation Ecosystems: Described in seven papers, green innovation ecosystems are defined
by their strong focus on environmental sustainability, while applying a solution level approach.
For such ecosystems, numerous examples aiming at developing ‘green’ or ‘cleaner’ technologies, for
instance in the areas of energy production [105,106], construction [107] or mobility [108], could be listed.
Within green innovation ecosystems, firms are considered the ecosystem leaders and primary solution
drivers, not least reflected by the fact that all seven papers are analyzing ecosystems from a focal firm
perspective. Over the course of the innovation process, these ecosystem leaders consult and incorporate
various stakeholders, for two reasons [107,108]: according to Yarahmadi and Higgins [74], they aim
at leveraging external competences on the one hand, whilst trying to comply with (environmental)
regulations and obtain legitimacy on the other. With regard to the latter cooperation rationale, the
literature particularly highlights the importance of governments, as regulators, and in some cases of
civil society organizations and NGOs, as environmental thought leaders [80,105]. On the contrary,
science seems to play a less prominent role, and is only considered as an important stakeholder by
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three of the seven papers. More often, competency is sought within the firm’s own supply chain.
The open innovation and supply chain literature, as neighboring strands of research, which have already
inquired this topic in detail, serve as important points of reference here. The two main motivations for
collaboration within this ecosystem sub-type may also help to explain the collaboration formats, which
are mentioned by the texts: While knowledge exchange among firms and the involvement of users
are meant to build competencies [106,108], political lobbying and awareness campaigns are used for
reasons of compliance [80].
Sustainable Innovation Ecosystems: Sustainable innovation ecosystems combine a holistic view
on sustainability with a focus on the immediate solution level. Six papers apply this understanding.
However, a closer look at their methodology and sampling in particular shows that some of them define
sustainable innovation as “a new or significantly improved product or service whose implementation in
the market solves or alleviates an environmental OR a social problem” [73] (p. 732; own accentuation).
Thus, sustainable innovation ecosystems encompass both cases with a more singular people or planet
focus, as well as with a more integrated approach. Therefore, the following characterization based
upon the underlying texts must be viewed with caution. Generally, said ecosystems show significant
similarity with green innovation ecosystems, as the former appear to be equally firm-driven and are
once again analyzed from the focal firm perspective in all cases. Perceiving the grand challenges “as a
potential future market” [109] (p. 5), in which a first mover advantage may still be achieved, firms try
to incorporate them into their business models. Applying a ‘boundary-spanning business model’ [110]
perspective, different stakeholders are consulted and incorporated at certain stages or for certain tasks
during the innovation process [18,73,109,111].
5. Discussion and Agenda for Further Research
Having presented the SLR’s findings above, the subsequent sections aim to embed them into
the broader discourse to derive their theoretical and practical contribution (see Section 5.1), outline
avenues for further research (see Section 5.2) and reflect upon this study’s limitations (see Section 5.3).
5.1. Ecosystems in Times of Mission-Oriented Innovation Policy
The grand challenges of our time cannot be solved by one actor—be it politics, science or
industry—alone. Yet, an appropriate analytical framework for conceptualizing and ultimately
analyzing these processes of collaborative innovation is lacking. As argued within this paper, the
innovation ecosystem construct depicts a particular promising frame of reference in this regard. For this
purpose, the paper integrates two different strands of research—the discourse on mission-oriented
or transformative innovation policy on the one, as well as the innovation ecosystem literature on the
other hand. Following a rigorous approach of systematic literature review, this study is the first to
map adjacent fields of research and conceptualize mission-oriented innovation ecosystems with view
to both the scope and target of their proposed solution and the underlying structure of multi-sector,
collaborative innovation.
While the question of how such mission-oriented innovation ecosystems might work remains
underexplored, the SLR’s content-related findings presented in Section 4.2 indicate that the overarching
mission or innovation target typically implies the prioritization of one sustainability dimension
over others, influencing ecosystems’ strategy and architectural set-up in turn. Compared to the
broader innovation ecosystem literature, where firms usually constitute the keystone players [10], the
analysis of mission-oriented innovation ecosystems reveals a more central role of the public sector.
Within many sub-types of mission-oriented innovation ecosystems, governments move beyond their
purely regulatory role, in order to actively create and orchestrate ecosystems. This finding is in
line with the general shift in the role of governments within mission-oriented innovation policy [5].
However, the sub-types social innovation ecosystem, regional development ecosystem and sustainable
transformation ecosystem show that—in order to be successful, this top-down approach is in need
of societal participation and bottom-up experimentation, as argued by Schot and Steinmueller [1].
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Whereas single solutions are driven by firms within ecosystem set-ups, which are partly similar to
‘standard’ innovation ecosystems, real, system-level transformation does not only require fresh ideas
and innovative solutions, but political commitment and societal acceptance. With view to the academic
sector, the analysis reveals a less central role within several ecosystem types, despite mission-oriented
policy’s initial claim ‘to solve the grand challenges with the means of research and innovation’. This
observation does certainly not imply a general loss of importance, but rather points to the challenge of
overcoming linear innovation processes and strategically positioning research organizations within
these new forms of collaboration.
This bears important implications for mission-oriented policy practices: on the one hand, politics
should realize its formative power, especially with view to system-level transformations. For this
purpose, new collaboration formats, enabling the active involvement of policy makers in innovation
processes beyond merely providing financial resources and setting the regulatory framework, should
be tested. On the other hand, both public and private actors need to recognize that civil society
involvement is indispensable with regard to system level transformations. Moving beyond the narrow
‘user-centered’ focus often found at the solution level, broader societal involvement is necessary. This is
especially true given that for technological solutions to leverage significant effects, they must go hand in
hand with social, behavioral innovations. The academic sector should accelerate these transformational
processes, by not only providing the necessary contextual and specialist knowledge, but also by taking
on a mediating role, enabling the co-production of knowledge and innovation as such. In order to
adapt to these new roles and requirements, research organizations are advised to constantly rethink
and reinvent their organizational practices, reputational mechanisms and business models [49].
5.2. Agenda for Further Research
Having conceptualized mission-oriented innovation ecosystems and explored the surrounding
field(s) of research, a number of potential avenues for further inquiry emerge. Those were identified
based on (a) the transfer of the general innovation ecosystem discourse based on the scoping review
and (b) more than 60 open research questions raised within the analyzed full texts. While this paper
does not aim to provide an exhaustive list, Table 5 groups and aggregates these questions along six
broader themes: (1) concept; (2) architectural set-up, actors and roles; (3) emergence and life cycle;
(4) collaboration formats; (5) success factors; (6) impact.
Table 5. Opportunities for further research (author’s own elaboration).
Theme Description Potential Research Questions
Concept
Starting from this paper, providing a first
literature-based conceptualization of
MOIEs, the concept should be empirically
tested and refined.
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u derstood as collaborative 
multi-sector arrangements, i  
which orga izations co-create 
value to achi ve a shared
i novation target. 




 ecosyst m orchestration 
and g vernance 
 Ad er 2006 [28] 
 Adn r/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
Ecosystem 
Centered on the entrepreneur, 
the concept shines a light on the 
environment and institutions 
indispensable for nurturing new 
ventures, hereby generating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
 entrepreneurial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creati n 
ecess ry support 
structures and i termediaries 
to nurture new ventures
 Autio et al. 2014 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view on innovation 
analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
shaping development, diffusion 
and us  of i novations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and organization l fact rs 
influencing creation and use 
of innovation 
na io al, regional, 
sectoral or technological 
reference po ts 
 Edquist 1997 [33] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
I ti  
Network 
Focusing on the r lati nal ties 
and n tworks between different 
organizations (mostly firms), the 
n twork perspective does not 
look at their c -evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) businesses 
 direct and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 Powell et al. 1996 [37] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The open innovation co ce t 
describes the use of external 
knowledge sources from the 
perspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosys ms co ld be
understo d as a specific form of 
open innovation a rangements. 
 firms incorporating 
external knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply C ain 
Collaboration 
Closely related to the concept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
coll boration describes firms’ 
c operation with supply chain 
rt ers t  improve pr ducts or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collaborati g 
long the supply chain to 
refine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effective ess v . 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
What are rchit ctural characteristics of
MOIEs? How do they differ from ‘standard’
innovation ecosystems?
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Innovation 
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In ovation ecosystems can be 
understood as collaborat ve 
multi-sector arrangements, in 
which organizatio s co-cr ate 
alue to achieve a shared 
innovation target. 




 eco ystem orch str tion 
and governance 
 dner 2006 [28] 
 Ad er/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
Ecosystem 
Centered on the e trepre eur, 
the concept shines a light on the 
environment and i stitutions 
indispensable for nurturing new 
ventures, hereby ge erating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
 entr prene rial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
 necessary support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2014 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
I ti  
System 
The systems view on innovation 
analyzes the differe t factors 
(political, eco omic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
shaping development, diffusion 
 use of innovations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and organizational factors 
i fl encing creation and use 
of innovation 
 nation l, regional, 
s ctoral or technological 
reference points 
 Edquist 1997 [33] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing on the relational ties 
a d networks between different 
organizations (m stly firms), the 
network perspective does not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) businesses 
 direct and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 Powell et al. 1996 [37] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The open innovation concept 
describes the use of xternal 
k owledge sources from t e 
perspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosystems could be 
understood as a sp cific form f 
en innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
external knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its artners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
S pply Ch in 
Collaboration 
losely related to the concept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
collaboration describes firm ’ 
cooperation with supply chain 
partners to improve products r 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a ew public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of gover mental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
gover ments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
(How) do targeted mission and the
ecosystem’s architectural set-up interrelate?
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multi-sector arrangements, in 
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value to achieve a shared 
innovation target. 




 ecosystem orchestration 
and governance 
 Adner 2006 [ 8] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
Ecosystem 
Centered o  the entrepreneur, 
the concept shines a light on the 
environment and institutions 
indispensable for nurturing new 
ventures, hereby generating 
economic wealth and ew jobs. 
 e trepreneurial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
 necessary support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2014 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view on innovation 
analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, org nizational) 
shaping development, diffusion 
and use of innovations.  
 contextu l, institutional 
and organizational factors 
influe cing creation and use 
of innovation 
 ational, regional, 
sectoral or technological 
reference points 
 Edquist 1997 [33] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing on the relational ties 
and networks between different 
organizations (mostly firms), the 
network perspective does not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) businesses 
 direct and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 Powell et al. 1996 [37] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The open innovation concept 
describes the use of external 
knowledge sources from the 
perspective of  focal firm. 
Innovation ec systems could be 
understood as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
external knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partne s 
 B gers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chain 
Collaboration 
Closely relate  to the concept of 
open innovation, s l  c ai  
collaboration describes firms’ 
cooperation with s pply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms c llaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 C o/Zhang 1  [ 2] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes rospects and 
itfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effective ess and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
Which a tors resp. which functional roles are
need d t chieve certain goals?
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Innovation 
Ecosystem 
Innovation ecosyste s can be 
u derstood as collaborative 
multi-sector arrangements, i  
which organizations co-create 
value to achieve a shared 
innovation target. 
 joi t value-cre tion 
 co-creation, co-
evolution, co-sp cialization, 
co-opetition 
 e osystem orchestration 
and governance 
 Ad er 2006 [ 8] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
Ecosystem 
Centered  the entr preneur, 
the concept shines a light on the 
envir nment and institutions 
indispensable for nur uring new 
ventures, hereby generating 
economic wealth and ew jobs. 
 e trepreneur al activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
 ecessary support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
Autio et al. 2014 [30] 
Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view on innovation 
analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, org nizational) 
shaping development, diffusion 
and use of innova ions.  
 contextu l, institutional 
and organizational factors 
influencing creation and use 
of innovation 
 ational, regional, 
sectoral or technological 
reference points 
Edquist 1997 [33] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
I ovatio  
Network 
F cusing on th  relational ties 
and netw rks between different 
orga iza ions (mostly firms), the 
ne work p rspe tive does not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) busines es 




 Powell et al. 1996 [37] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The op n i novat on concept 
describes the use of external 
knowledge sources from the 
perspective of  focal firm. 
Innovation ec systems co ld be 
understood a  a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
external knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partne s 
B gers 2018 [39] 
Chesb ough 20 3 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chain 
Collaboration 
Closely relate  to the concept of 
open innovation, su l  c ai  
collaboration describes firms’ 
cooperation with s pply chain 
art ers to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms c llaborati g 
along the supply chain to 
refine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effective ess vs. 
efficiency 
 C o/Zhang 1  [ 2] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes rospects and 
itfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effective ess and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
How does th role f g vernments change
from ‘s dard’ t mission-oriented in o tion
c system ? Wh t re the prospects and
pitfalls in this regard?
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Concept D scription Analytical Focus Auth rs 
Innovation 
Ecosystem 
I novat on ecosystems can be 
understood as collaborative 
multi-sector arrangeme ts, in 
which organizations co- reate 
value to achieve a shared 
novation target. 
 joint value-cre tion 
 co-creation, co-
evolution, co-sp cialization, 
c -opetitio  
 e osystem orchestration 
and governance 
 Adner 2006 [28] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
Gome  et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
Ecosystem 
Centered n the entr preneur, 
the concept shines a light on the 
envir nment and institutions 
indispensable for nur uring new 
ventures, ereby ge er ting 
ec nomic wealth and new jobs. 
 entrepreneur al activity, 
start-up succes  and wealth 
creation 
 n cessary support 
struct res and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
Autio et al. 2014 [30] 
Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view on innovation 
analyz s the differe t factors 
(polit cal, economic, social, 
institutional, organizational)
sha ing development, iffusion 
a d use f i nova ion .  
 contextual, institutional 
and organizational factors 
influencing creation nd use 
of in ovati n 
 national, regional, 
sectoral or technological 
reference points 
Edquist 1997 [33] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
F cusi g on h  relational ties 
a d netw rks between different 
orga iza ions (mostly firms), the 
ne work p rspe tive does not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) busines es 




 Powell et al. 1996 [37] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The op n i n vat n concept 
describes the se of external 
kn wledge sources from t e 
erspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosystems could be 
understood a  a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
external knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
Bogers 2018 [39] 
Chesb ough 20 3 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chain 
Collaboration 
Closely related to the c cept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
c lla rati  describes firms’ 
cooperati n with supply chain 
partners t  improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
How ca he a itectural set-up acco nt for
the trans ti al nature of today’s
sustainability ch llenges?
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Table 5. Cont.
Theme Description Potential Research Questions
Emergence and Life
Cycle
Building upon Dedehayir et al. [23],
understanding emergence and evolution of
MOIEs is not only an urgent question
among scholars, but equally relevant for
policy makers and practitioners.
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innovation networks’ [26] or ‘Public-Private Partnerships for Sustainable Development’ [27]). 
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Concept Description Analytical Focus Authors 
Innovat on 
cosystem 
Innovation ecosystems can be 
understood as collaborative 
multi-sector arrangements, in 
which organizations co-create 
value to achieve a shared 
innovation target. 




 ecosystem orchestration 
and governance 
 Adner 2006 [28] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
Ecosystem 
Centered on the entrepreneur, 
the concept shines a light on the 
environment and institutions 
indispensable for nurturing new 
ventures, hereby generating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
 entrepreneurial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
 necessary support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2014 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view on innovation 
analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
shaping development, diffusion 
and use of innovations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and organizational factors 
influencing creation and use 
of innovation 
 national, regional, 
sectoral or technological 
reference points 
 Edquist 1997 [33] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing on the relational ties 
and networks between different 
organizations (mostly firms), the 
network perspective does not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) businesses 
 direct and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 Powell et al. 1996 [37] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The open innovation concept 
describes the use of external 
knowledge sources from the 
perspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosystems could be 
understood as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
external knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chain 
Collaboration 
Closely related to the concept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
collaboration describes firms’ 
cooperation with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
What are necessary conditions, resources and
circumstances for MOIEs to emerge? What
inspires their cre tion?
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 ecosystem orchestration 
and governance 
 Adner 2006 [28] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
Ecosystem 
Centered on the e trepre eur, 
the concept shines a light on the 
environment and i stitutions 
indispensable for nurturing new 
ventures, hereby ge erating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
 entreprene rial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
 necessary support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2014 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view on innovation 
analyzes the differe t factors 
(political, eco omic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
shaping development, diffusion 
 use of innovations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and organizational factors 
influencing creation and use 
of innovation 
 national, regional, 
sectoral or technological 
reference points 
 Edquist 1997 [33] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing on the relational ties 
and networks between different 
organizations (mostly firms), the 
network perspective does not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) businesses 
 direct and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 Powell et al. 1996 [37] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The open innovation concept 
describes the use of external 
k owledge sources from the 
perspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosystems could be 
understood as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
external knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its artners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chain 
Collaboration 
Closely related to the concept of 
ope  innovation, supply chain 
collaboration describes firms’ 
cooperation with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a ew public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of gover mental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
gover ments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
Wha is the role of innovation policy and
politi s in the emergence of MOIEs?
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 Adner 2006 [ 8] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
Ecosystem 
Centered o  the entrepreneur, 
the concept shines a light on the 
environment and institutions 
indispensable for nurturing new 
ventures, hereby generating 
economic wealth and ew jobs. 
 e trepreneurial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
 necessary support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2014 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view on innovation 
analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, org nizational) 
shaping development, diffusion 
and use of innovations.  
 contextu l, institutional 
and organizational factors 
influe cing creation and use 
of innovation 
 ational, regional, 
sectoral or technological 
reference points 
 Edquist 1997 [33] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing on the relational ties 
and networks between different 
organizations (mostly firms), the 
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 within- and across-
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(mostly) businesses 
 direct and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 Powell et al. 1996 [37] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The open innovation concept 
describes the use of external 
knowledge sources from the 
perspective of  focal firm. 
Innovation ec systems could be 
understood as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
external knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partne s 
 B gers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chain 
Collaboration 
Closely relate  to the concept of 
open innovation, s l  c ai  
collaboration describes firms’ 
cooperation with s pply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms c llaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 C o/Zhang 1  [ 2] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes rospects and 
itfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effective ess and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
How do MOIEs ev lve over time? Which life
ycle phases do exist?
Collaboration Formats
As collaboration faces a wide rang of
barriers, suitable formats for overcoming
these should be explored.
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 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
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Centered on the entrepreneur, 
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 entrepreneurial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
ecessary support 
structures a d i termediaries 
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 Autio et al. 2014 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
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(political, economic, social, 
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 contextual, institutional 
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influencing creation and use 
of innovation 
na io al, regional, 
sectoral or technological 
r fer nce po ts 
 Edquist 1997 [33] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing o  the relational ties 
and networks b twe n different 
organizations (mo tly firms), the 
n twork p rspective does not 
look at their -evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) businesses 
 direct and indirect ties 
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 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
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Open 
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 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chain 
Collaboration 
Closely related to the concept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
collaboration describes firms’ 
cooperatio  with upply chain 
artners to improv  products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refine off rs or optimize 
resou ce use 
 ff ti  v . 
ffi i  
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
Which collaboration formats are used by
(different sub-ty es of) MOIEs?
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 dner/K poor 201  [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
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Ecosystem 
Centered o  the entrepreneur, 
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creation 
 necessary support 
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to nurture ew ventures 
 Autio et al. 2014 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
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System 
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analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
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shaping development, diffusion 
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 contextu l, institutional 
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influe cing creation and use 
of innovation 
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sectoral or technological 
r fer nce points 
 Edquist 1997 [33] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing o  the relational ties 
and networks b twe n different 
organizations (mo tly firms), the 
n twork p rspective does not 
look at their o-evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) businesses 
 direct and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 Powell et al. 1996 [37] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The open innovation concept 
describes the use of external 
kn wledge sources from the 
perspective of  focal firm. 
Innovation ec system  could be 
understo d as a specific form of 
ope  innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
external knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partne s 
 B gers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chain 
Collaboration 
Closely relate  to the concept of 
open innovation, s l  c ai  
collaboration describes firms’ 
cooperatio  with pply chain 
partners to improv  products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms c llaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refine off rs or optimize 
resou ce use 
 ff ti n  vs. 
ffi i  
 C o/Zhang 1  [ 2] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes rospects and 
itfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effective ess and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
Which methods can facilitate the integration
of sus a nability goals within collaborative
innovation process ?
Success Factors
Failur is i herent not only t in ovation
but als to innovation ecosys ems.
Ide tifying the adjusting scr ws is of high
strategic priority for innovation ma age s.
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Innovation 
t  
Innovation ecosystems can be 
understood as collaborative 
mul i-sec r arrangements, in 
whi h organizatio s co-create 
alue to achieve a shared 
ovation target. 
 joint valu -creation 
 co-creation, co-
evolution, co-sp cializ tion, 
co-opetition 
 eco ystem orch st tion 
and governance 
 dner 2006 [28] 
 Ad er/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
Ecosystem 
Centered on the e trepre eur, 
t e concept shines a light on the 
e vironment and institutions 
indispensable for nurturing new 
ventures, hereby generating 
economic wealth and ew jobs. 
 entr preneurial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
 necess ry support 
structures and interme iari s 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2014 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
I ti  
System 
The systems vi w on innovation 
analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
shaping development, diffusion 
and use of innovations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and organizational factors 
i fl encing creation and use 
of innovation
 nati n l, regional, 
s ctoral or technological 
reference poi ts
 Edquist 1997 [33] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing on the relational ties 
a d networks be ween different 
organizations (m stly firms), the 
network p rspective d es no  
look at their c -evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) businesses 
direct and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 Powell et al. 1996 [37] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The open innovation concept 
describes the use of xternal 
knowledge sources from t e 
per pective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ec systems could be 
understood as a specific form f 
en innovation arrangements. 
 firm  incorporating 
external knowledge ources, 
.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
S pply Ch in 
Collaboration 
losely related to the concept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
collaborati n describes firm ’ 
cooperatio  with supply chain 
partners to improve products r 
optimize resou ce use. 
 firms collaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
What are necess ry and sufficient conditions
for s ccessf l MOIEs? How do these
fact s i te act?
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 ecosy tem orchestration 
and governance 
 Ad er 2006 [28] 
Adn r/Kapoor 2010 [2 ] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
Ecosystem 
Centered on the e trepre eur, 
the c ncept shines a light on the 
envi onment and i sti utions 
indisp nsable for nu turing new 
v ntures, hereby ge erating 
econom c wealth and new jobs. 
 entreprene rial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creati n 
 necess ry support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2014 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
Th  systems view on innovation 
analyzes the differe t factors 
(political, eco omic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
shaping development, diffusion 
n  us  of i novations.  
 contextual, in titutional 
and organization l fact rs 
influencing reati n and use 
of i novation 
 national, reg onal, 
s ctoral or t chnological 
reference points 
 Edquist 1997 [33] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
I ti  
Network 
Focusing on the r lati nal ties 
and n tworks between different 
organizatio s (mostly firms), the 
network perspective does not 
look at their c -evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) businesses 
 direct and indirect ties 
betwe n actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 Powell et al. 1996 [37] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The open innovation co ce t 
describes the use of external 
k owledge sources from the 
perspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosystems co ld be 
understood as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
external k owledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its artners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply C ain 
Collaboration 
Closely related to the concept of 
ope  innovation, supply chain 
coll boration describes firms’ 
c operation with supply chain 
rt ers t  improve pr ducts or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collaborati g 
long the supply chain to 
refine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effective ess vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a ew public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of gover mental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
gover ments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
Whi h i tra-organiz tional prerequisites need
to be fulfille in order to engage in MOIEs?
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 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
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The open innovation concept 
describes the use of external 
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Supply Chain 
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Closely relate  to the concept of 
open innovation, s l  c ai  
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Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes rospects and 
itfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effective ess and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
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How ca mech nisms of value creation (also
nsideri g external effects) and value capture
be bala ced?
Impact
As measuring the performance of
ecosystems has always been far from trivial
[48], assessing the impact of MOIEs depicts
a particul r challenge.
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Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
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governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
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How should the impac of MOIEs be
conc tualiz d a d measured?
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itfalls of governmental 
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Which KPI could be used to evaluate
MOIE’s impact?
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Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes rospects and 
itfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effective ess and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
How can MOIEs b lance different (sometimes
nfli ti ) targets, f r example the three
dimensions of ustainability?
However, the analysis also reveals that t large t, most commonly mentioned research gap is a
methodological one. As shown in Sect 4.1, ew m ods beyo ingle a d small-n case studies
and a diversified sampling are urgently needed t proceed ver the cours of the coming y ars. This is
in line with the current state of general i ovati osystem r sea ch [10].
5.3. Limitations
In order to appraise this paper’s ontributi n to the evolving area of research around
mission-oriented innovation ecosystems, it limit t s ust be co sid r d as well. For this purpose,
two methodological and one conceptual challenge potentially infl e c ng results’ validity shall be
discussed. Firstly, although systematic revi ws d ct the most rigorous approach towards existing
literature, not all of the previous research is ecess rily cov red, d to fl ws within the search strategy,
technically unavailable sources or language barriers [60] (p. 97). A s c d challenge i herent to
the chosen methodological a pro ch ari s fr m publication bias. As not all forms of re earch are
equally submitted to, and published in, academic journals, studies addressing the failure of innovation
ecosystems might be less prevalent withi the s pl [60] (p. 101). In addition, one onc ptual
limitation should be pointed out with regard to the development of the typolo y in Section 4.2 of this
paper. As it is the aim of typologies to r d ce com lexity by p v di g a relatively simple model of
real-life phenomena, the potential loss f case-specific gr nularity ust be cknowledged.
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6. Conclusions
Collaborative innovation within innovation ecosystems is critical for proceeding towards the SDGs.
Following a rigorous review approach, and supplementing it with elements from bibliometric analysis
and typology building, this paper explores and conceptualizes the idea of mission-oriented innovation
ecosystems. In doing so, it closes the research gap detected through the scoping analysis of previous
SLRs on innovation ecosystems and similarly identified by Liu and Stephens [18]. By differentiating
mission-oriented innovation ecosystems from related streams of research, such as innovation systems,
entrepreneurial ecosystems or supply chain collaboration, conceptual boundaries towards similar
constructs are drawn. Analyzing 44 articles in depth, and developing a typology of mission-oriented
innovation ecosystem sub-types, allows for an internal sharpening of the concept. Ultimately, the
study has shown that the actual mission and respectively prioritization of sustainability dimensions
influence ecosystems’ strategy and architectural set-up. In a next step, the concept of mission-oriented
innovation ecosystems, as well as the literature-based typology, should be tested and refined through
empirical studies.
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Appendix A.
Table A1. Review protocol (author’s own elaboration).
AIM Objective
Exploring and conceptualizing mission-oriented innovation ecosystems
by aggregating and systemizing previous research (based on scoping
review and [18]).
Research questions:
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Coming from a new public 
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What characterizes mission-oriented innovation ecosystems as
an emerging area of research and how does it relate to similar
research strands?
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 Powell et al. 1996 [37] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The open innovation concept 
describes the use of external 
knowledge sources from the 
perspective of  focal firm. 
Innovation ec systems could be 
understood as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
external knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partne s 
 B gers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chain 
Collaboration 
Closely relate  to the concept of 
open innovation, s l  c ai  
collaboration describes firms’ 
cooperation with s pply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms c llaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 C o/Zhang 1  [ 2] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes rospects and 
itfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effective ess and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
What should an ge da for future research look like to improve
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t  
I novation ecosystems can be 
understood as collabo ve 
multi-se tor arrangements, in 
which organizatio s co-create 
alue to achiev  a sha ed 
innovation target. 
joint v lu -c eation 
 co-creatio , co-
evol tion, co-specialization, 
co-opetition 
 eco ystem orch str tion 
and governance 
 dner 2006 [28] 
 Ad er/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
cosystem 
Centered on the entrepreneur, 
the concept shines a light on the 
environment and institutions 
indispensable for nurturing new 
ventures, hereby generating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
 entr preneurial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
 ecessary support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nu ture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2014 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
ti  
System 
The systems view on innovation 
analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, rganizational) 
shaping development, diffusion 
a d use of innovations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and organiz tional factors 
i fl ncing c eation and use 
of innovation 
nation l, regional, 
s ctor l or technological 
reference points 
 Edquist 1997 [33] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing on the relational ties 
a  ne works between different
rganizations (m stly fir s), the 
network perspective does not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) businesses 
 direct and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 Powell et al. 1996 [37] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The open n ovation concept 
describes the use of xternal 
knowledge sou ces from t e 
perspectiv  f a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosystems could be 
understood as a sp cific form f 
en innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
external knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm a d its p rtners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
S pply Ch in 
Collabo ation 
losely related to the concept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
collabo ation describes firm ’ 
cooperation with supply chain 
partners to improve products r 
optimize resource use. 
firms collaborating 
along the supp y chain to 
refine offers r optimize 
res urce use
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
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ecosystems’ [25]; ‘dedicated’ [17] resp. ‘mission-oriented’ [2] i novation systems; ‘sustainable 
innovation networks’ [26] or ‘Public-Private P rtnerships for Sustainable Development’ [27]). 
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Concept D scription Analytical Focus Authors 
Innova ion
Ecosyst m 
Innovation ecosy tems can be 
u derstood as collaborative 
multi-sector arrangements, i  
which rga izatio s co-create 
value to achi ve a shared 
in ovation target. 
 joint v lue-creation 
 c -creation, co-
evolution, o- pecializa ion, 
o-opetition 
 ecosy tem orchestration 
and gov rnance 
r 2006 [28] 
dn r/K poor 201  [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepren urial 
Ecosystem 
Centered on the ntrepreneur, 
the concept shi es a light  the 
e vironment and institutions 
indisp nsable for nurturi  new 
ventures, hereby generating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
 entrepreneurial activity, 
start-up suc ess and wealth 
creati n 
ecess ry support
tructures a d intermediaries 
to nurture ew ventures 
 Autio et al. 2 14 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view o  innovation 
analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, organizatio al) 
shaping devel pment, diffusion 
and us  of i novations.  
contextual, institutional 
and orga ization l f ct rs 
influencing creation and use 
of innovatio  
 national, re ional, 
s ctoral or technological 
r fer nce points 
 Edquist 19 7 [3 ] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Network 
Focusing  the r lati nal ties 
and tworks b twe n different 
organizations (mo tly firms), the 
n twork p rspective d es not
look at their -evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) busi esses 
 dire t and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 ll t l. 1996 [ 7] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The op n innovation co ce t 
describes the se of external 
kn wledge sources from the 
perspec ve of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosyst m  co ld be 
understo d as a specific form of 
ope  innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
xternal knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply C ai  
Collaboration 
Closely related to the con ept of 
open innovation, upply chain 
ll boration describes firms’ 
operati  with upply chain 
t  improv  pr ducts or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor t g 
lo g the supply chain to 
r fine o f rs or optimize 
resource use 
 ff ti  v . 
ffi i  
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
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wh ch rganizatio s co-create 
alue to achieve a sha ed 
innovat on target. 
joint v lu -c eation 
 c -creation, co-
evolution, co-specialization, 
c -opetitio  
 eco ystem orch str t on 
and governance 
er 2006 [28] 
Ad er/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepren urial 
Ecosystem 
Centered on the ntrepreneur, 
the concept shi es a light  the 
e vironment and institutions 
indisp nsable for nurturi  new 
ventures, hereby generating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
entr preneurial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
 necessary support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nu ture new ventures
 Autio et al. 2 14 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
System 
The systems view o  innovation 
analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
s aping devel pme t, diffusion 
and use of innovations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and orga izational f ctors 
fl encing creation and use 
of innovation 
nation l, regional, 
s ctoral or echnol gical 
ref rence p ints 
 Edquist 19 7 [3 ] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing n the relational ties 
a d etworks between different 
organizations (m stly firms), the 
network perspective d es not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) busi esses 
 dire t and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 ll t l. 1996 [ 7] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The op n innovation concept 
describes the se of xternal 
kn wledg  sources from t e 
erspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosyst ms could be 
understo d as a sp cific form f
en innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
xternal knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
S pply Ch i  
Collabo at on 
losely related to the con ept of 
open innova ion, supply chain 
c lla ati  describes firm ’ 
cooperati n with supply chain 
partners t  improve products r 
optimize resource use. 
firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply chain to 
r fine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
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entrepreneuri l ecosystem, in ovatio  system, inn vatio  network, open innovation, supply chain 
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sphere of sustainabl  innovation are of particular int rest (see e.g., ‘sustainabl  entrepreneurship 
ecosystems’ [25]; ‘dedicated’ [17] resp. ‘mission-oriented’ [2] i novation systems; ‘sustainable 
innovation networks’ [26] or ‘Public-Private Partnerships for Su t ina le Development’ [ 7]). 
Table 1. Ecosystems and related concepts (author’s own elab ati  based on [9–14,20,23,24]). 
Concept Description Analytical Focus Authors 
Innovation 
Ecosystem 
Innovation ecosyste s can be 
u derstood as collaborative 
multi-sector arrangements, i  
which rganizations co-create 
value to achieve a shared 
innovation target. 
 joint v lue-creation 
 c -creation, co-
evolution, co-specialization, 
co-opetition 
 ecosystem orchestration 
and governance 
 r 2006 [28] 
 Adn r/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepren urial 
Ecosystem 
Centered on the ntrepreneur, 
the concept shi es a light  the 
e vironment and institutions 
indisp nsable for nurturi  new 
ventures, hereby generating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
 entrepreneurial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creati n 
 necess ry support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2 14 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view o  innovation 
analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
shaping devel pment, diffusion 
and us  of i novations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and orga ization l f ct rs 
influencing creation and use 
of innovation 
 national, regional, 
s ctoral or technological 
reference points 
 Edquist 19 7 [3 ] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
I ti  
Network 
Focusing n the r lati nal ties 
and tworks between different 
organizations (mostly firms), the 
network perspective d es not 
look at their c -evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) busi esses 
 dire t and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 ll t l. 1996 [ 7] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The op n innovation co ce t 
describes the se of external 
knowledg  sources from the 
perspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosyst ms co ld be 
understo d as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
xternal knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply C ai  
Collaboration 
Closely related to the con ept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
ll boration describes firms’ 
c operation with supply chain 
rt ers t  improve pr ducts or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor ti g 
lo g the supply chain to 
r fine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effective ess vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
Web f Science
Manu l search within 10 mo t important journals (based on previous
SLRs [10,12–14,61]):
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innovation networks’ [26] or ‘Public-Private Partnerships for Sustainable Development’ [27]). 
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Ecosystem 
I ti  ecosystems can be 
u derstood as collabor tive 
mu ti-sector arrangeme ts in 
which org nizatio s co-create 
val e to achiev  a shared 
i novati n targ t. 




 ecosystem orchestration 
and governance 
A ner 2006 [28] 
Ad er/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
Ecosys em
Centered on th  entrepreneur, 
the conc pt sh n s a light n the 
e vironm nt and ins ituti n  
i dispensable for urturi g new 
v ntures, hereby g erating 
economic w alth and new jobs. 
 entrepreneurial activity, 
start-up succes  and wealth 
creation 
 necessary support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2014 [30] 
Ise berg 2010 [31] 
Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems vi w on innovation 
alyz s the differe t fac ors 
(political, ec nomi , s cial, 
i stitutional, rganizationa  
shaping developm n , diffusion
a d use f inn v tions.  
contextual, institutional 
and organizational factors 
influe cing creation nd use 
of in ovati n
 national, regio al, 
sectoral or technological 
r fer nce points 
Edqui t 1997 [33] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusi g on the relational ties 
and networks between different 
organizations (mostly firms), the 
network perspective does not 
look at their co-evolution. 
within- an  acr ss-
industry collab ration of 
(mostly) businesses 
direct and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
P well et al. 1996 37
P well et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
Th  open innovation concept 
describes the se of external 
knowledge sources from the 
perspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosystems could be 
understood as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
i  incorporating 
external k owle ge sources, 
e.g., users 
usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal
fi m a d its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
hesbrou h 20 3 [40] 
von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chain 
Collaboration 
Closely related to the c cept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
collaboration describes firms’ 
cooperation with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zh g 11 2  
Holw g et al. 2005 [43] 
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pitfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
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governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
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Innovation 
Ecosys em
I ti  cosyst ms can be 
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multi-sec or arrangements, in 
which rganizations c -create 
value to achieve  sh red 
innovation target. 
 joint v lue-creation 
 c -creation, co-
evolution, co-specialization, 
co-opetition 
 ecosystem orchestration 
and governance 
 r 2006 [ 8] 
A ner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
Gomes et al. 018 [10] 
Entrepren urial 
Ecosys em
Centered on th  entrepreneur, 
the conc pt sh s a light  the 
e vironm nt and ins ituti n  
i disp nsable for urturi  new 
ventures, hereby g erating 
econ mic w alth and new jobs. 
 entrepreneurial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
 necessary support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2 14 [30] 
Ise berg 2010 [31] 
Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
systems vi w in ova ion 
alyzes the different factors 
(political, conomic, s cial, 
instituti nal, organizational  
shaping devel pm n , diffusion
a  u e of innovations.  
 contextual, instit tional 
and orga izati nal f ctors 
influencing creation nd use
of in ovation 
ational, regional, 
sectoral or technologic l 
refere ce points 
Edqui t 19 7 [3 ] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing n the relational ties 
and etworks between different 
organizations (mostly firms), the 
network perspective d es not 
look at their co-evolution. 
within- an  acr ss-
industry collab ration of 
(mostly) busi esses 
dire t and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
ll t l. 1996 7
P well et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovat on 
Th  op n innovation concept 
describes the se of external 
knowledg  sources from the 
perspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosyst ms could be 
understo d as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 i  incorporating 
xternal knowledge sourc s, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilat ral 
artnerships betw e  a focal 
firm a d its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
hesbrou h 20 3 [40] 
von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chai  
Collaboration 
Closely related to the con ept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
llaboration describes firms’ 
cooperati n with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply chain to 
r fine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zh g 11 2  
Holw g et al. 2005 [43] 
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co-opetition 
 ecosystem orchestration 
and governance 
 r 2006 [28] 
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o-opetition 
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 r 2006 [28] 
ner/K poor 201  [29] 
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e vironment and institutions 
indisp nsable for nurturi  new 
ventures, hereby generating 
ec nomic wealth and new jobs. 
 entrepreneurial ctivity, 
tart-up succe  and wealth 
creation
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to nurture ew ventures 
 Autio et al. 2 14 [30] 
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System 
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 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
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open innovatio , upply chain 
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optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply hain to 
r fine off rs or optimize 
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vs. 
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Table A1. Cont.
Key Words
Search of all possible combinations of key words in block A
(“ecosystem”) and key words in block B (“mission-oriented
innovation”). Key words were developed based on previous SLRs in
both fields [10,12,61].
Block A (“ecosystem”):
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Entrepreneurial 
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Centered on the entrepreneur, 
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indispensable for nurturing new 
ventures, hereby generating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
 entrepreneurial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
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structures and intermediaries 
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 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
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The systems view on innovation 
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(political, economic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
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 national, regional, 
sectoral or technological 
reference points 
 Edquist 1997 [33] 
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Innovation 
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Open 
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Ecosystem 
Innovation ecosyste s can be 
understood as collaborative 
multi-sect r arrangements, in 
whi h rganizations co-create 
value to achieve a shared 
i novation target. 
 joint v lue-creation 
 c -creation, co-
evolution, co-sp cializ tion, 
co-opetition 
 ecosystem orchestration 
and governance 
 r 2006 [28] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepren urial 
Ecosystem 
Centered on the ntrepreneur, 
the concept shi es a light  the 
e vironment and institutions 
indisp nsable for nurturi  new 
ventures, hereby generating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
 entrepreneurial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
 necess ry support 
structures and interme iari s 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2 14 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view o  innovation 
analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
shaping devel pment, diffusion 
and use of innovations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and orga izational f ctors 
influencing creation and use 
of innovation 
 nati nal, regional, 
s ctoral or technological 
reference poi ts 
 Edquist 19 7 [3 ] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing n the relational ties 
and etworks between different 
organizations (mostly firms), the 
network p rspective d es not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) busi esses 
 dire t and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 ll t l. 1996 [ 7] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
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describes the se of external 
knowledg  sources from the 
per pective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ec syst ms could be 
understo d as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
xternal knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chai  
Collaboration 
Closely related to the con ept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
llaborati n describes firms’ 
cooperati  with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply chain to 
r fine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
netw rk
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resou ce use 
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literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
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governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
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open i n vation
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Coming from a new public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
platf rm
Block B (“mission-oriented innovation”):
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 ecosystem orchestration 
and governance 
 Adner 2006 [28] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
Ecosys em
Ce tered on the entrepreneur, 
the c nc pt sh nes a light on the 
e vironment and ins tuti n  
indisp nsable for nurturing new 
ventures hereby generating 
economic w alth and new jobs. 
en repreneurial ctivity, 
tart-up success a d wealth 
creation 
 ecessary support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2014 [30] 
Isenberg 2010 [31] 
Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
T e systems view o  innovati  
alyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, s ci l, 
institutional, organizatio l  
shaping d velopment, diffusion 
a d use of innovations.  
contextual, institutional 
and organiz tional factors 
influ cing creation and use 
of innovatio  
 national, re ional, 
sectoral or technological 
reference points 
Edqui t 1997 [33] 
Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing on the relat onal ties 
a  networks betwee  diff rent 
rganizations (mostly fir s), the 
network perspective does not 
look at their co-evolution. 
within- and across-
industry collab ration of 
(mostly) businesses 
di ect and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
P well et al. 1996 37  
P well et al. 5 38  
Open 
Innovation 
Th  open i ovation con ept 
describes the use of external 
knowledg  s rc s from the 
perspectiv  f a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosystems could be 
understood as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 fir s incorporating 
external knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
usu lly bilateral 
partnerships between a focal
firm a d it  partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
hesbrou h 2003 [40] 
von Hippel 1986 1
Supply Chain 
Collaboration 
Closely related t  the c ncept f 
en innovatio , pply chain 
collaboration describes firms’ 
cooperation with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collaborating 
along the supply hain to 
refine offers r optimize 
res urce use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming fr m a ew public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 c llab ration between 
governments a d businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
circ lar i ovation
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 firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply hain to 
r fine offers r optimize 
res urce use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming fr m a ew public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 c llab r tion between 
governments a d businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
eco in o ation
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 ecosystem orchestration 
and governance 
 r 2006 [28] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gome  et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepren urial 
Ecosys em
Centered on the ntrepreneur, 
the conc pt sh es a light o  the 
e vironment and ins tuti n  
indisp nsable for nurturi  new 
ventures hereby generating 
economic w alth and new jobs. 
en repreneurial ctivity, 
tart-up succes  and wealth 
creation 
 ecessary support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2 14 [30] 
Isenberg 2010 [31] 
Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view on innovation 
analyzes the differe t factors 
(political, economic, s ci l, 
institutional, organizatio l  
shaping devel pment, diffusion 
a d use f innova ion .  
contextual, institutional 
and orga iz tional factors 
influ ncing creation nd use 
of in ovati  
 national, re ional, 
s ctoral or technological 
reference points 
Edqui t 19 7 [3 ] 
Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusi g n the relat onal ties 
a  etworks betwee  diff rent 
rganizations (mostly fir s), the 
network perspective d es not 
look at their co-evolution. 
within- and across-
industry collab ration of 
(mostly) busi esses 
di e t and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
ll t l. 1996 7  
P well et al. 5 38  
Open 
Innovation 
Th  op n i ovation con ept 
describes the se of external 
knowledg  s rc s from the 
perspectiv  f a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosyst ms could be 
understo d as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 fir s incorporating 
xternal knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
usu lly bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal
firm a d it  partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
hesbrou h 2003 [40] 
von Hippel 1986 1
Supply Chai  
Collaboration 
Closely related to the c ept f 
open innovatio , upply chain 
llaboration describes firms’ 
cooperati n with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply hain to 
r fine offers r optimize 
res urce use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a ew public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 c llab r tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
green in ovation
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 c -creatio , co-
evol tion, co-specialization, 
co-opetition 
 ecosystem orchestration 
and governance 
 r 2006 [28] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gome  et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepren urial 
Ecosys em
Centered on the ntrepreneur, 
the conc pt sh es a light o  the 
e vironment and ins ituti n  
indisp nsable for nurturi  new 
ventures, hereby generating 
economic w alth and new jobs. 
en repreneurial ctivity, 
tart-up succes  and wealth 
creation 
 ecessary support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2 14 [30] 
Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view on innovation 
analyzes the differe t factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, organizatio l  
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contextual, institutional 
and orga iz tional factors 
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 national, re ional, 
s ctoral or technological 
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 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
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Focusi g n the relat onal ties 
a  etworks betwee  diff rent 
rganizations (mostly fir s), the 
network perspective d es not 
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within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) busi esses 
dire t and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 o ll t l. 1996 7  
P well et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
Th  op n i ovation con ept 
describes the se of external 
knowledg  s rc s from the 
perspectiv  f a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosyst ms could be 
understo d as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 fir s incorporating 
xternal knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
usu lly bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal
firm a d its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
hesbrou h 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chai  
Collaboration 
Closely related to the c ept f 
open innovatio , upply chain 
llaboration describes firms’ 
cooperati n with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply hain to 
r fine offers r optimize 
res urce use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 
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literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
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 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
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 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
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value to achieve a shared 
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 joint v lue-cre tion 
 c -creatio , co-
evol tion, co-sp cialization, 
co-opetition 
 e osystem orchestration 
and governance 
 r 2006 [28] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gome  et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepren urial 
Ecosystem 
Centered n the ntr preneur, 
the concept shi es a light o  the 
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ventures, hereby generating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
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creation 
 ecessary support 
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to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2 14 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view on innovation 
analyzes the differe t factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, organizatio l) 
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and orga iz tional factors 
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s ctoral or technological 
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 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
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 within- and across-
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 dire t and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 o ll t l. 1996 [ 7] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
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The op n i ovation con ept 
describes the se of external 
knowledg  s rc s from the 
per pectiv  f a focal firm. 
Innovation ec syst ms could be 
understo d a  a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 fir s incorporating 
xternal knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
usu lly bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal
firm a d its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 20 3 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chai  
Collaboration 
Closely related to the c ept f 
open innovatio , upply chain 
llaboration describes firms’ 
cooperati  with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply hain to 
r fine offers r optimize 
res urce use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
i novation AND b ttom of the pyramid
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multi-sect r arrangeme ts, in 
whi h rga izatio s co- re te 
value to achi ve a shared 
i ovation target. 
 join  v lue-cre tion 
c -creatio , c -
evol tion, o- p cializ tion, 
o-opetition 
e osy tem orches ration 
and gov rnance 
 r 2006 [28] 
dner/K poor 201  [29] 
 Gome  et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepren urial 
Ecosystem 
Centered  the n r preneur, 
the c nce t hi es a light  he 
e vir nment and institutions 
indisp nsable for nurturi  new 
ventures, hereby generating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
en repreneurial ctivity, 
tart-up succes  a  wealth 
creatio  
 ecessary support 
structu es and interme iari s 
to nurture ew ventures 
Autio et al. 2 14 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view on innovation 
analyzes the differe t factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, organizatio l) 
shaping dev l pment, diffusion
a d use f inn va ion . 
contextual, institutional 
and orga iz tional factors 
influ ncing creation nd use 
of in ovati  
 nati nal, re ional, 
s ctoral or echnological
r fer nce poi ts 
 Edquist 19 7 [3 ] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
F cusi g  th relat onal ties 
a  tw rks b twe  diff rent
rga ations (mo tly fir s), the 
n twork p rspe tive d es not 
look at their -evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) busi es es 




 ll t l. 1996 [ 7] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The op n i ovation con ept 
describes the se of external 
kn w edg  s rc s from th  
e p ctiv  f a focal f rm. 
Innovation ec syst m could be 
understo d a  a specific form of 
ope  innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
xternal knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
usu lly bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal
firm a d its partners 
Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 20 3 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chai  
Collaboration 
Closely related to the c ept f 
open innovatio , upply chain 
llaboration descr bes firms’ 
cooperati  with upply chain 
artners to improv  products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply hain to 
r fine off rs r optimize 
res u ce use 
vs. 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
i no ti AND triple-bottom line
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 firms incorporating 
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usu lly bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal
firm a d its partners 
Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 20 3 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
S pply Ch i  
Collaboration 
losely related to the c ept f 
open innovatio , upply chain 
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cooperati  with upply chain 
artners to improv  products r 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply hain to 
r fine off rs r optimize 
res u ce use 
vs. 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
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pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
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 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
mission- e t d inn vation
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Entrepreneurial 
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Concept D scription A aly cal Focus A thors 
Ecosystem 
I novation cosyst s c n be 
u derst od as collabor tive 
multi-s ctor ar angements, in 
which o a iz i s co-create 
value to achiev   shared 
i t rget. 




 ecosys em orches ation 
a governance 
A er 2006 [ 8] 
Ad er/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 20 8 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
Ecos s em
Centered o  the e trepre eur, 
t e concept shines a light on he 
e viro m nt and ins itutions 
indispe sable for nurt r ng new 
ventu s, hereby ge rating 
ec mic w al and w jobs. 
e trepreneurial ctivity, 
start-up suc ess and wealth 
creation 
c ssary suppor  
struct res and int r ediaries 
to n rture ew venture  
Auti  et al. 2014 [30] 
 Ise be g 201  [31] 
Spigel 2017 [3 ] 
Innovation 
System 
Th  system  i w n innov tion
a alyz  th  d ff rent f ctor  
(p l tic l, ec n mic, so ial, 
i stituti nal, org nizational) 
sha ing devel pm nt, diffusion
and use of inn v tions.  
 contextu l, instit tional 
and organizational f ctors 
influe cing c eation nd use 
of in ovation 
nat onal, regio al, 
sectoral or technol gical 
re er  points 
Edquist 1997 [33]
 Lu dvall 1992 [34]
Nel on 1993 [35] 
Innovat on 
Network 
Focusing on the relational ties 
and networks between different 
organizations (mostly firms), the 
network perspective d es no  
lo k at their c -evoluti . 
within- and across-
indust y collaboration o  
(mostly) business s 
direct and indirect ties 
between act s 
DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
owell et al. 1996 [37]
owell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The open inn vati n concept 
describes the use of external 
knowledge sources from the 
perspective of  focal firm. 
Innovation ec systems could be 
understood as a specific form of 
open innova ion arra gements.
 firm  incor orating 
external k owle ge ources, 
.g., users 
 usually bilat ral 
artnerships betw en a focal 
firm and its partne s 
B gers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chain 
Collaboration 
Closely relate  to the concept of 
open innovation, s l  c ai  
collaboration describes firms’ 
cooperation with s pply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms c llaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
C o/Zhang 1  [ 2] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes rospects and 
itfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effective ess and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
rticle s not ritten in English
Content-ba d i lusi n, if:
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Ecosystem 
o n be 
collaborat v  
multi-sect r arrang ments, in 
which orga izati ns co-create 
value o achieve a shared 
innovation targ t. 
 jo nt v lue-cre ti n 
co- reation, co-
ev l ion, co-sp cialization, 
co- pet tio  
system rch stration 
and gov rna ce
 Adner 2006 [28] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
G mes 18 0
Entrepreneurial 
Ecosys em
C nt ed n e entre re eur, 
the onc pt h nes a light on the
e vir nment and in ituti n  
i dispensable for nur uring new 
ve tures, hereb  g nerating 
eco omic w alth and new job
n repr ur al ctivity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
necess ry support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2014 [30] 
Isenberg 2010 [ 1] 
Spig  2017 [32] 
System 
The systems view on innovati n 
analyzes the diff rent factors 
(political, economic, s cial, 
instituti nal, organizational  
shaping development, diffusion 
and use of inn va ions.  
contextual, nstitutional 
nd organizational factors 
lu ncing creation a d use 
of novation 
national, regional, 
sectoral or technological 
re er e points 
Edqui t 1997 [33] 
Lu dvall 1992 [34] 
Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
F cusi g on th  r lational ties 
and networks betwee differe t 
orga iza ions (mostly firms), the 
ne wo k p rspe tiv  d es not
l ok at thei  co-ev l tio . 
within- across-
industry collab ration of 
(m stly) busines es 
dir ct and indirect t es
betw en act rs 
DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
P well et al. 1996 37
P well et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
Th  op n innovat on concept 
describes the use of external 
knowledge sources f m the 
erspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosystems could be 
understood a  a specif c form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
external k owledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
ogers 2018 [39]
hesb ou h 20 3 [4 ]
von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chain 
Collaboration 
Closely related to the concept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
collaboration describes firms’ 
cooperation with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a ew public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 c llab ration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
article deals wi h case of mission-oriented innovation
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multi-s ct r arrang ments, in
wh ch r a izati ns co-create 
value o achieve a shared 
i targ t. 
j nt v lue-cre ti n 
c - reation, co-
ev lu ion, co-sp cialization, 
co- pet tio  
system rch stration 
and gov rna ce
r 2006 [28]
Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
G mes 18 10
Entrepren urial 
Ecosys em
C t ed ntre re eur, 
the onc pt h es a light the
e vir nm nt and in itu i n  
i disp sable for ur uri  new 
v tures, hereb  g rating 
ec omic w al and new job
n repr ur al ctivity, 
start-up success a d wealth 
creation 
necess ry suppo  
structures and inter ediaries 
to n rture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2 14 [30] 
Ise berg 2010 [31] 
Spig  2017 [32] 
System 
T e system  vi w o  innovati  
alyzes the diff rent factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, organizational  
shaping developmen , diffusion 
and use of inn va ions.  
contextual, nstitutional 
nd orga izational f ctors 
lu ncing c eation a d use 
of novation 
national, regional, 
s ctoral or technological 
re er e points 
Edqui t 19 7 [3 ] 
Lu dvall 1992 [34] 
Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
F cusi g n th  r lational ties 
and networks betwee differe t 
orga iza ions (mostly firms), the 
ne wo k p rspe tiv  d es not
l ok at thei  co-ev l tio . 
within- acr ss-
industry collab ration of 
(m stly) busi es es 
dir t and indirect t es
betw en act rs 
DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
ll t l. 1996 7
P well et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
Th  op n innovat on concept 
describes the se of external 
knowledg  sources f m the 
erspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosyst ms could be 
understo d a  a specif c form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 i  incorporating 
xternal k owledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm a d its partners 
ogers 2018 [39]
hesb ou h 20 3 [4 ]
von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chai  
Collaboration 
Closely related t  the c n ept f 
en innovation, s pply chain 
llaboration describes firms’ 
cooperati n with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply chain to 
r fine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zh g 11 2  
Holw g et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming fr m a ew public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments a d businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
article scruti z the underlying innova ion process, hereby
direc l referrin to ec system terminol gy or describing similar
haracte istics (such as a collaboration’ multi-sector,




The data we e tore and processed using Exc l (general data
management a d desc iptive tatistics), Cit vi (bibliographic records),




Abstract and full text screening were indepe d ntly conducted by two
research s after t o traini g rounds, inter-rater reliability checked and
remaini g differences solved through discussion.
Abstract scr ening:
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colla orativ  
ulti- ect r arrang ents, in
wh ch organizations co-create 
value to achieve a shared 
innovation target. 
 j t value- re tion 
 co-c eation, co-
evol tion, co-sp cialization, 
co-op tition 
 e osystem orchestration 
and governance 
 Ad er 2006 [28]
 Ad er/K poor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepr neurial 
Ecosystem 
Ce t d  th  ntr reneur, 
th  conc pt shin  a light on the
envir nment a d in titu ion  
indispensable for nur uring new 
v ntures, hereby generating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
 entrepre eur al activity, 
start-up s ccess and w alth 
creation 
 ecessary suppo t 
structures and int mediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio t l. 14 [30] 
 Ise berg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
Th  systems view on innov tion 
analyzes he different factor  
(p litic l, economic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
shaping development, diffusion 
and use of innova ions.  
contextual, institutional 
and organizational factors 
i flu ing creation and us  
of innovation 
 national, regional, 
sectoral or technological 
reference points 
 Edquist 1997 [33] 
Lu dvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
F cusing on th  relational ties 
and netw rks between different 
orga iza ions (mostly firms), the 
ne work p rspe tive does not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) busines es 
 direct and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 owell et al. 1996 [37] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The op n i novat on concept 
describes the use of external 
knowledge sources from the 
perspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosystems could be 
understood a  a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
external knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
Bogers 2018 [39] 
Chesb ough 20 3 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chain 
Collaboration 
Closely related to the concept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
collaboration describes firms’ 
cooperation with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
ov all agreement: 94.7%
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colla orativ  
ulti- ect r arrang ents, in
wh ch rganizations co-create 
value to achieve a shared 
innovation target. 
 j  v lue- re tion 
 c -c eation, c -
evol tion, co-sp cializ tion, 
co-opetition 
 e osystem orchestration 
and governance 
r 2006 [28]
 Ad er/K poor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepr n urial 
Ecosystem 
Ce t d  th  n r reneur, 
th  c nc t hin  a light  he
e vir nment a d in titu ion  
indisp nsable for nur uri  new 
v ntures, hereby generating 
ec nomic wealth and new jobs. 
 entrepre eur al activity, 
start-up s ccess  w alth 
creatio  
 ece sary suppo t 
structu es and int mediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
Autio t l. 14 [30] 
 Ise berg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
Th  systems vi w o  innov tion 
analyzes he d fferent factor  
(p litic l, economic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
shaping dev l pment, diffusion
and use of inn va ions. 
contextual, institutional 
and orga izational f ctors 
i flu ing creation and us  
of innovation 
 national, regional, 
s ctoral or techn logical 
refere ce points 
Edquist 19 7 [3 ] 
Lu dvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
F cusing  th  relational ties 
and tw rks between different 
rga a ions (mostly firms), the 
ne work p rspe tive d es not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) busi es es 




 ll t l. 1996 [ 7] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The op n i novat on concept 
describes the se of external 
knowledg  sources from th  
e sp ctive of a focal f rm. 
Innovation ecosyst ms could be 
understo d a  a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
xternal knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
Bogers 2018 [39] 
Chesb ough 20 3 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chai  
Collaboration 
Closely related to the con ept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
llaboration describes firms’ 
cooperati n with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply chain to 
r fine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
C h n’s Kap a: 0.70 (=substantial agreem nt) for articles
describi g in ov t on ecosystem-like characteristics more vaguely
r sp. 0.91 (=alm st perfect agreement) f r those explicitly using
inn va cosyst m language.
Full text sc eeni g:
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Innovation 
Ecosystem 
Innovation ecosys ems can be 
understo d as collaborative 
ult -s c r arr nge ents, in 
which org izations co-cr ate 
v lue to achieve a sha e  
innovation target. 
 joint value-creation 
 -creation, co-
evoluti n, c -specialization,
c - petition 
 cosyst m orchestration 
a  governance 
 Adner 2006 [28] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2 10 [29] 
 Gome  et al. 2 8 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
Ecosystem 
entered on th  entrepreneur, 
the co cept shi s a light n the 
environm t and institutions 
i dispensable for ur uri g new 
ventures, hereby g er ing 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
 entrepreneurial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
 necessary support 
structures and in ermediari s 
to nurture ew ventures 
 Autio et al. 2014 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view on innovation 
alyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, o ganizational) 
shaping development, diffu io  
and u e of innovatio s.  
 contextual, institutional 
and organizational factors 
influencing creation and use 
of innovation 
 national, regional, 
sectoral or technological 
reference points 
 Edquist 1997 [33] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing n the relational ties 
and netw rks between different 
organizations (mostly firms), the 
network perspective does not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 withi - a  acr ss-
i dustry collaboration of 
(mostly) businesses 
 direct and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 P well et al. 1996 [37] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The open innovation concept 
describes the use of external 
knowledge sources from the 
perspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosystems could be 
understood as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 fir s incorporating 
external knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm a d its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 20 3 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chain 
Collaboration 
Closely related to the concept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
collaboration describes firms’ 
cooperation with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zh g 11 [ 2] 
 Holw g et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
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Co cept Desc ipti  Analytical Focus Authors 
Innovation 
Ecosystem 
Innovation ecosystems can be 
unders ood as collaborative 
ult - ct r arr nge ents, in 
which rg izations c -cr ate 
value to ac ieve a shar d 
innovation target. 
 joint v lue-creation 
 -creation, co-
evoluti n, c -specialization,
c -opetition 
 cosyst m orchestration 
a  governance 
 r 2006 [28] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepren urial 
Ecosystem 
Center d on th  ntrepreneur, 
the concept sh  a light  the 
e v ronm nt and insti ution  
i d sp nsable for urtur  new 
vent r s, hereby g erating 
eco omic wealth and new jobs. 
entrepreneurial activity, 
st rt-up s ccess and wealth 
creation 
 ecessary support 
structu es and inte mediaries 
to nur ure new ventures 
 A tio  . 14 30  
Is nberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems v ew o  innov tion 
alyzes the different actors
(political, c nomic, social, 
institutional, rganizational) 
shaping devel p ent, diffusion 
and use of innovations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and orga izational f ctors 
in lu ing creation and us  
of innovation 
 national, regional, 
s cto al or tech ological 
reference points 
Edquist 19 7 [3 ]
Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing on the relational ties 
and etworks between different 
organizations (mostly firms), the 
network perspective d es not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 within- an  acr ss-
industry co la oration of 
(mostly) bu i sses 
 dire t and indirect ties 
between actors 
DeBr sson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 ll t l. 1996 [ 7] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The op n innovation concept 
describes the se of external 
knowledg  sources from the 
perspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosyst ms could be 
understo d as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 fir s incorporating
xternal knowledge sources, 
e.g., sers 
usually bilat ral
partnerships between a focal 
firm a d its partners 
Bogers 2018 [39] 
Chesbrough 2 3 [ 0] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chai  
Collaboration 
Closely related to the con ept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
llaboration describes firms’ 
cooperati n with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply chain to 
r fine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
Cao/Zh g 11 [ 2] 
Holw g et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
Cohen’ Kappa: 0.73 (=substantial agreement)
Sustainability 2020, 12, 6677 20 of 28
Table A1. Cont.
Data Items
The following data items were coded as part of the full text analysis:
Meta data:
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value to achieve a shared 
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 ecosystem orchestration 
and governance 
 Adner 2006 [28] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
Ecosystem 
Centered on the entrepreneur, 
the concept shines a light on the 
environment and institutions 
indispensable for nurturing new 
ventures, hereby generating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
 entrepreneurial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
 necessary support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2014 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view on innovation 
analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
shaping development, diffusion 
and use of innovations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and organizational factors 
influencing creation and use 
of innovation 
 national, regional, 
sectoral or technological 
reference points 
 Edquist 1997 [33] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing on the relational ties 
and networks between different 
organizations (mostly firms), the 
network perspective does not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) businesses 
 direct and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 Powell et al. 1996 [37] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The open innovation concept 
describes the use of external 
knowledge sources from the 
perspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosystems could be 
understood as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
external knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chain 
Collaboration 
Closely related to the concept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
collaboration describes firms’ 
cooperation with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collaboration between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
conceptu l vs. empirical paper
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Ecosystem 
Innovation ecosystems can be 
understood as collaborative 
multi-sector arrangements, in 
which rganizations co-create 
value to achieve a shared 
innovation target. 
 joint v lue-creation 
 c -creation, co-
evolution, co-specialization, 
co-opetition 
 ecosystem orchestration 
and governance 
 r 2006 [28] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepren urial 
Ecosystem 
Centered on the ntrepreneur, 
the concept shi es a light  the 
e vironment and institutions 
indisp nsable for nurturi  new 
ventures, hereby generating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
 entrepreneurial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
 necessary support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2 14 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view o  innovation 
analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
shaping devel pment, diffusion 
and use of innovations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and orga izational f ctors 
influencing creation and use 
of innovation 
 national, regional, 
s ctoral or technological 
reference points 
 Edquist 19 7 [3 ] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing n the relational ties 
and etworks between different 
organizations (mostly firms), the 
network perspective d es not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) busi esses 
 dire t and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 ll t l. 1996 [ 7] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The op n innovation concept 
describes the se of external 
knowledg  sources from the 
perspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosyst ms could be 
understo d as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
xternal knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chai  
Collaboration 
Closely related to the con ept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
llaboration describes firms’ 
cooperati n with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply chain to 
r fine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
meth d
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Innovation ecosyste s can be 
understood as collaborative 
multi-sector arrangements, in 
which rganizations co-create 
value to achieve a shared 
innovation target. 
 joint v lue-creation 
 c -creation, co-
evolution, co-specialization, 
co-opetition 
 ecosystem orchestration 
and governance 
 r 2006 [28] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepren urial 
Ecosystem 
Centered on the ntrepreneur, 
the concept shi es a light  the 
e vironment and institutions 
indisp nsable for nurturi  new 
ventures, hereby generating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
 entrepreneurial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
 necessary support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2 14 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view o  innovation 
analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
shaping devel pment, diffusion 
and use of innovations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and orga izational f ctors 
influencing creation and use 
of innovation 
 national, regional, 
s ctoral or technological 
reference points 
 Edquist 19 7 [3 ] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing n the relational ties 
and etworks between different 
organizations (mostly firms), the 
network perspective d es not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) busi esses 
 dire t and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 ll t l. 1996 [ 7] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The op n innovation concept 
describes the se of external 
knowledg  sources from the 
perspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosyst ms could be 
understo d as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
xternal knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chai  
Collaboration 
Closely related to the con ept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
llaboration describes firms’ 
cooperati n with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply chain to 
r fine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
sample
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Innovation ecosyste s can be 
understood as collaborative 
multi-sector arrangements, in 
which rganizations co-create 
value to achieve a shared 
innovation target. 
 joint v lue-creation 
 c -creation, co-
evolution, co-specialization, 
co-opetition 
 ecosystem orchestration 
and governance 
 r 2006 [28] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepren urial 
Ecosystem 
Centered on the ntrepreneur, 
the concept shi es a light  the 
e vironment and institutions 
indisp nsable for nurturi  new 
ventures, hereby generating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
 entrepreneurial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
 necessary support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2 14 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view o  innovation 
analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
shaping devel pment, diffusion 
and use of innovations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and orga izational f ctors 
influencing creation and use 
of innovation 
 national, regional, 
s ctoral or technological 
reference points 
 Edquist 19 7 [3 ] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing n the relational ties 
and etworks between different 
organizations (mostly firms), the 
network perspective d es not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) busi esses 
 dire t and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 ll t l. 1996 [ 7] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The op n innovation concept 
describes the se of external 
knowledg  sources from the 
perspective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosyst ms could be 
understo d as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
xternal knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chai  
Collaboration 
Closely related to the con ept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
llaboration describes firms’ 
cooperati n with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply chain to 
r fine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
perspe tive
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understood as collaborative 
multi-sect r arrangements, in 
whi h rganizations co-create 
value to achieve a shared 
i novation target. 
 joint v lue-creation 
 c -creation, co-
evolution, co-sp cializ tion, 
co-opetition 
 ecosystem orchestration 
and governance 
 r 2006 [28] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepren urial 
Ecosystem 
Centered on the ntrepreneur, 
the concept shi es a light  the 
e vironment and institutions 
indisp nsable for nurturi  new 
ventures, hereby generating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
 entrepreneurial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
 necess ry support 
structures and interme iari s 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2 14 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view o  innovation 
analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
shaping devel pment, diffusion 
and use of innovations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and orga izational f ctors 
influencing creation and use 
of innovation 
 nati nal, regional, 
s ctoral or technological 
reference poi ts 
 Edquist 19 7 [3 ] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing n the relational ties 
and etworks between different 
organizations (mostly firms), the 
network p rspective d es not 
look at their co-evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) busi esses 
 dire t and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 ll t l. 1996 [ 7] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The op n innovation concept 
describes the se of external 
knowledg  sources from the 
per pective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ec syst ms could be 
understo d as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
xternal knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chai  
Collaboration 
Closely related to the con ept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
llaborati n describes firms’ 
cooperati  with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply chain to 
r fine offers or optimize 
resource use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
c ntext
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Innovation 
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Innovation ecosyste s can be 
understood as collaborative 
multi-sect r arrangements, in 
whi h rga izatio s co-create 
value to achi ve a shared 
i ovation target. 
 joint v lue-creation 
c -creation, co-
evolution, o- p cializ tion, 
o-opetition 
ecosy tem orches ration 
and gov rnance 
 r 2006 [28] 
dner/K poor 201  [29] 
Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepren urial 
Ecosystem 
Centered on the ntrepreneur, 
the concept shi es a light  the 
e vironment and institutions 
indisp nsable for nurturi  new 
ventures, hereby generating 
economic wealth and new jobs. 
 entrepreneurial activity, 
start-up success and wealth 
creation 
 ecess ry support 
structures a d interme iari s 
to nurture ew ventures 
 Autio et al. 2 14 [30] 
 Isenberg 2010 [31] 
 Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
The systems view o  innovation 
analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institutional, organizational) 
shaping devel pment, diffusion 
and use of innovations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and orga izational f ctors 
influencing creation and use 
of innovation 
 nati nal, regional, 
s ctoral or echnological
r fer nce poi ts 
 Edquist 19 7 [3 ] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing  the relational ties 
and etworks b twe n different 
organizations (mo tly firms), the 
n twork p rspective d es not 
look at their -evolution. 
 within- and across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) busi esses 
 dire t and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 ll t l. 1996 [ 7] 
 Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The op n innovation concept 
describes the se of external 
kn w edg  sources from the 
per pective of a focal firm. 
Innovation ec syst m could be 
understo d as a specific form of 
ope  innovation arrangements. 
 firms incorporating 
xternal knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 2003 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
Supply Chai  
Collaboration 
Closely related to the con ept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
llaborati n descr bes firms’ 
cooperati  with upply chain 
artners to improv  products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply chain to 
r fine off rs or optimize 
resou ce use 
vs. 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
further sear h
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industry collaboration of 
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between actors 
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Open 
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 firms incorporating 
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Coming from a new public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
literatu snowb lls
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innovation networks’ [26] or ‘Public-Private Partnerships for Sustainable Devel pm nt’ [27]).
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Innovation 
Ecosystem 
I ecosystems can be 
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multi-sector arrangements, in 
which organizations co-create 
value to achieve a shared 
innovation target. 
 joint v lue-creation 
 co-creatio , co-
evol tion, co-specialization, 
co-opetition 
 ecosystem orchestration 
and governance 
 Adner 2006 [28] 
 Adner/Kapoor 2010 [29] 
 Gomes et al. 2018 [10] 
Entrepreneurial 
Ecosys em
Ce tered on the entrepreneur, 
the c nc pt sh nes a light on the 
e vironment and ins tuti n  
indisp nsable for nurturing new 
ventures hereby generating 
economic w alth and new jobs. 
 entrepreneurial activity, 
start-up success a d wealth 
creation 
 ecessary support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2014 [30] 
Isenberg 2010 [31] 
Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
T e systems view o  innovati  
alyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, s ci l, 
institutional, organizational  
shaping development, diffusion 
a d use of innovations.  
 contextual, institutional 
and organiz tional factors 
influ cing creation and use 
of innovation 
 national, regional, 
sectoral or technological 
reference points 
Edqui t 1997 [33] 
Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
Network 
Focusing on the relational ties 
a  networks between different 
rganizations (mostly fir s), the 
network perspective does not 
look at their co-evolution. 
within- and across-
industry collab ration of 
(mostly) businesses 
di ect and indirect ties 
between actors 
 DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
P well et al. 1996 37  
P well et al. 5 38  
Open 
Innovation 
Th  open in ovation concept 
describes the use of external 
knowledge sources from the 
perspectiv  f a focal firm. 
Innovation ecosystems could be 
understood as a specific form of 
open innovation arrangements. 
 fir s incorporating 
external knowledge sources, 
e.g., users 
 usually bilateral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm a d it  partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
hesbrou h 2003 [40] 
von Hippel 1986 1
Supply Chain 
Collaboration 
Closely related t  the c ncept f 
en innovation, s pply chain 
collaboration describes firms’ 
cooperation with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collaborating 
along the supply chain to 
refine offers r optimize 
res urce use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming fr m a ew public 
management tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitfalls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners for joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 c llab ration between 
governments a d businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasbergen et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
name
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economic w alth and new jobs. 
en repreneurial ctivity, 
tart-up success a d wealth 
creation 
 ecessary support 
structures and intermediaries 
to nurture new ventures 
 Autio et al. 2 14 [30] 
Isenberg 2010 [31] 
Spigel 2017 [32] 
Innovation 
System 
T e systems view o  innovati  
alyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, s ci l, 
institutional, organizatio l  
shaping d vel pment, diffusion 
a d use of innovations.  
contextual, institutional 
and orga iz tional f ctors 
influ cing creation and use 
of innovatio  
 national, re ional, 
s ctoral or technological 
reference points 
Edqui t 19 7 [3 ] 
Lundvall 1992 [34] 
 Nelson 1993 [35] 
Innovation 
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usu lly bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal
firm a d it  partners 
 Bogers 2018 [39] 
hesbrou h 2003 [40] 
von Hippel 1986 1
Supply Chai  
Collaboration 
Closely related t  the c n ept f 
en innovatio , pply chain 
llaboration describes firms’ 
cooperati n with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply hain to 
r fine offers r optimize 
res urce use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming fr m a ew public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 c llab r tion between 
governments a d businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
definition
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cooperati n with supply chain 
partners to improve products or 
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 firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply hain to 
r fine offers r optimize 
res urce use 
 effectiveness vs. 
efficiency 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a ew public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 c llab r tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
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 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
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dire t and indirect ties 
between actors 
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The sys ems vi w  in ovation 
analyzes the different factors 
(political, economic, social, 
institution l, organizational) 
shaping dev l pment, diffusion
and use of i n vation . 
 contextual, institutional 
nd orga izational f ctors 
i fl ncing creation and use 
of innovation 
 nati n l, regional, 
s ctoral or echnological
r fer nce poi ts 
 Edquist 19 7 [3 ] 
 Lundvall 1992 [34] 
Nelson 1993 [ 5] 
Innovation 
Network 
F cusing  th  relational ties 
a d tw rks b twe n differe t
rg ations (m tly firms), the 
n twork p rspe tive d es not 
l ok at thei  -ev l tio . 
 within-  across-
industry collaboration of 
(mostly) busi es es 
 dire t and indirect ties 
b tw en act rs 
DeBresson/Amesse 1991 
[36] 
 ll t l. 1996 [ 7] 
Powell et al. 2005 [38]  
Open 
Innovation 
The op n i novation concept 
describes the se of xternal 
kn w edg  s urces from t  
e p ctive of a focal f rm. 
Innovation ec syst m could be 
understo d  a specific form f 
e  innovation arrangements. 
firm  incorporating 
xternal knowledge ources, 
.g., users 
 usually bilat ral 
partnerships between a focal 
firm and its partners 
Bogers 2018 [39] 
 Chesbrough 20 3 [40] 
 von Hippel 1986 [41] 
S pply Ch i  
Collaboration 
losely related to the con ept of 
open innovation, supply chain 
llaborati n descr bes firms’ 
cooperati  with upply chain 
artners to improv  products r 
optimize resource use. 
 firms collabor ting 
alo g the supply chain to 
r fine off rs or optimize 
resou ce use 
vs. 
 Cao/Zhang 2011 [42] 
 Holweg et al. 2005 [43] 




Coming from a new public 
manageme t tradition, the PPP 
literature analyzes prospects and 
pitf lls of governmental 
collaboration with private sector 
partners f r joint solution resp. 
service provision.  
 collabor tion between 
governments and businesses 
and/or NGOs 
 effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution/service 
provision (not necessarily 
innovation)  
 Bäckstrand 2006 [45] 
 Glasberg n et al. 2007 [46] 
 Pattberg et al. 2013 [27] 
bar iers a d risks
Synthesis
Integrati n of lem nts of f amework and na rative synthesis [66,67];




T c nical Iss es
26 out of th 191 article dentified for full text screening were not
accessible thro gh the chann ls available to the researchers (portals of
Fraunhofe IAO, FU Berlin, HU Berlin, TU Berlin).
P tential Bias
Coverage: espite the broad search strategy, not all research is
ecessarily cov red due to p tential flaws in the search strategy,
t chnically u av il ble so ces (see technical iss s) or language
barriers [60].
Publication bia : s t ll forms of research are equally submitted to
and publi hed acad mic journals, studies addressing the failure of
innovat cosyst ms might be less prevalent within the sample [60].
Appendix B.
Table A2. Ov rview f th 44 articles included in the full text nalysis.
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Inn v ti n in S rvic E osyst ms:
T ward Sustainabl Co-Innovation
Sustainability
Barrie et al. (2017) [79]
Lev r gi g Triple Helix and System
Inter ediaries t Enhan e Eff cti eness of
Prote ted Spaces and Strategic Nich
Management fo Transitioni g t
Circular Economy.
Int. J. of Techn. Mgm. and
Sust. Development
Barrie et al. (2019) [96]
Asse sing the Role of Tripl Helix System
Intermediaries i Nurturing an Industrial
Biotechnology I novation Network.
Journal of Cleaner Production
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Sustainable Development?
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Helixes and Smart Specialisation
Strategies for Sustainable and Inclusive
Growth in Europe and Beyond.
Journal of the Knowledge Economy
Carayannis et al. (2019) [71]
Social Business Model Innovation: A





Networked Responsibility Approach for




The Role of Territorially Embedded
Innovation Ecosystems Accelerating
Sustainability Transformations: A Case
Study of the Transformation to Organic
Wine Production in Tuscany (Italy).
Sustainability
Ciasullo et al. (2020) [102]
Multi-Level Governance for Sustainable




Domanski et al. (2020) [81]
A Comprehensive Concept of Social
Innovation and its Implications for the
Local Context: On the Growing




Implementation of Green Innovations:







J. of Nanoparticle Research
Goodman et al. (2017) [73]
Our Collaborative Future: Activities and




Hossain et al. (2019) [78] A Systematic Review of LivingLab Literature. Journal of Cleaner Production
Jucevicius et al. (2016) [91]
The Emerging Innovation Ecosystems and
“Valley of Death”: Towards the
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